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Abstract
Grid-connected photovoltaic (PV) solar systems, like other inverter-based distributed
generators, can cause temporary over-voltages (TOVs), especially subsequent to faults
and unintentional islanding incidents, and can damage equipment and customers within
the host distribution network. Thus, this thesis aims to study the phenomenon and
propose corrective measures for it. Thus, the thesis first presents detailed models for
a conventional single-stage PV system and a modified single-stage PV system. The
conventional system uses a ∆/YG isolation transformer, whereas the modified system,
proposed in the literature, assumes a Y/YG isolation transformer that is effectively-
grounded by an additional half-bridge leg energized by the dc-link of the voltage-sourced
inverter (VSI) of the PV system. Moreover, the thesis proposes two TOV mitigation
schemes that augment the basic controls of the conventional and modified single-stage
PV systems, respectively. Further, the thesis models a two-stage PV system that adopts
the same TOV mitigation scheme as that proposed for the conventional single-stage
system. Then, the TOV caused by the two-stage system is evaluated, with and without
the TOV mitigation scheme. It is shown that the proposed TOV mitigation schemes
are effective. The thesis also compares the TOVs caused by the three aforementioned
PV systems, with and without the TOV mitigation schemes, and concludes that a two-
stage PV system without a TOV mitigation scheme produces smaller TOVs than its
single-stage counterparts without TOV mitigation schemes. Similarly, a two-stage PV
system with its TOV mitigation scheme produces smaller TOVs than its single-stage
counterparts with their respective TOV mitigation schemes. The performance of the PV
systems and the effectiveness of the TOV limiting schemes are evaluated through time-
domain simulation studies conducted in the commercial grade PSCAD/EMTDC software
environment.
Keywords: Distributed Generator (DG), DC-DC Boost Converter, Ground Fault,
Islanding, Maximum Power Point (MPP), Photovoltaic (PV) Inverter Systems, Single-
Stage PV System, Two-Stage PV System, Temporary Over-Voltage (TOV), TOV Lim-
iting Scheme, Voltage-Sourced Inverter (VSI).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Recently, the energy production of the world is in transition stage, shifting from con-
ventional to renewable forms of energy sources to deliver power to the grid. Among
renewable forms of energy sources, large-scale power generation from photovoltaic (PV)
solar systems are considered to be an attractive option in distributed generation appli-
cations, due to its cost-effectiveness, technical and environmental benefits [1–7]. Thus,
the multi-megawatt distributed PV systems and their interconnection into distribution
networks have increased in a growing number of countries around the globe [4], [8–10].
However, large number of distributed PV systems connected with the grid introduces
many technical challenges. This chapter presents an overview of the recent proliferation
of the distributed PV systems and their key technical challenges related to their integra-
tion with distribution networks. In addition, the chapter presents the main goals and
contributions of the thesis.
1.1 Background and Motivation
1.1.1 Development of PV Solar Systems
According to the photovoltaic power systems programme (PVPS) annual report of in-
ternational energy agency (IEA) and europian photovoltaic industry association (EPIA)
data, the year 2015 has seen close to 50 GW of additional grid-connected PV solar sys-
tems installed worldwide; approximately 25% above from the total installed capacity in
the year of 2014 and raising the cumulative installed capacity close to 230 GW [9], [10].
Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2 present the grid-connected capacities which best describe the
role of PV solar power in the energy system. Figure 1.3 illustrates that the total grid-
connected PV solar system’s installed capacity in 2019 could reach 540 GW with the
1
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Figure 1.1: Global PV solar installed capacity for the year of 2015 [10].
Figure 1.2: Global PV solar cumulative installed capacity from the year of 2000 to 2015 [10].
highest probability scenario being around 450 GW [10]. The proliferation of PV solar
systems have led to decreasing costs due to both higher production of PV modules and
improved efficiency of the other PV system components. Moreover, due to the incentives
provided by many governments and the green-generation portfolio requirements, grid-
connected PV systems with capacities in the order of several megavoltamperes (MVAs)
installations are being increasingly installed worldwide [11].
1.1. Background and Motivation 3
Figure 1.3: Global PV solar power cumulative market scenarios until 2019 [10].
Canada is one of the top ten countries in the world with respect to the total installed
PV solar capacity. Since 2001, Canada’s solar sector has been witnessing a significant
growth in investments year after year. According to the national survey report of PV
power applications in Canada, in 2014, the cumulative PV solar installed capacity had
grown to about 1,843 MW [12]. Figure 1.4 illustrates the PV solar installed capacity in
Canada.
1.1.2 Impacts of Distributed PV Systems
PV solar systems are normally interfaced with the medium-voltage (MV) and low-voltage
(LV) distribution networks. While high penetration of PV systems into distribution net-
works provide benefits such as fulfilling additional load demands, and hence reducing the
transmission network expansion and losses, PV systems can affect the host distribution
networks and introduce technical issues such as over-voltages, temporary over-voltages
(TOVs) subsequent to ground faults and unintentional islanding incidents, reverse power
flows, low fault current contributions, and injection of harmonic currents [7], [14–26].
The following subsections briefly discuss the issues related to inverter-based distributed
generators (DGs) (including PV).
4 Chapter 1. Introduction
Figure 1.4: PV solar installed capacity in Canada [13].
Over-Voltages
One of the most well-known characteristics of large-scale grid-connected PV systems is
that they can cause over-voltages. The effect of an over-voltage is particularly evident
and problematic when large PV plants are connected near the end of a long, lightly
loaded feeder. This issue is known as over-voltage problem caused by inverter-based
DGs [14], [15], [21]. Figure 1.5 shows an example of a voltage rise condition for a very large
PV system connected at the end of a feeder that transmits power to a substation. For a
large PV system connected near the end of a feeder, the voltage rise can be significant,
raising the voltage above the ANSI Range-A upper limit of +5% [22]. The authors in [16]
report that the variations in the solar irradiance can also cause substantial swings in the
output power of PV systems and, consequently, on the feeder voltages. A number of
prior work [27–31] have studied TOVs caused by inverter-based DGs. Distributed PV
systems can also cause TOVs, particularly subsequent to ground faults and unintentional
islanding incidents [30], [31].
In [27], [28], [32], another form of over-voltages, that is, resonant over-voltages during
islanding incidents, has been studied. During accidental islanding of a DG, interaction
between the generator and power-factor correction (PFC) capacitors can cause series
resonance [27]. Moreover, interaction of the induction and synchronous generators with
feeder capacitor bank can excite ferroresonance and, as such, over-voltages can reach up
to 3 per-unit (p.u.) [33], [34]. Over-voltages due to lightning strikes, however, are not
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Figure 1.5: Voltage rise resulting from a very large PV system connected at the end of a feeder
that transmits power to a substation [22].
due to DGs; rather, they are a direct threat to DGs [27]. Thus, care must be taken to
protect the DGs against over-voltages caused by lightning strikes.
Over-voltages can reduce the life of utility equipment and customers, and they can
damage the DG itself. IEEE and CSA standards [35–38] specify the requirements relevant
to the performance, operation, testing, safety, and maintenance of DGs. The underlying
philosophy of the aforementioned standards is that, a DG should not negatively affect the
grounding and protection schemes or the power quality of the distribution system, and it
must disconnect, as quickly as possible, under abnormal operating conditions. Care must
be taken to ensure that the voltage variations fall within the acceptable magnitudes (for
example, ±6% of nominal value is permitted in [20]). Reference [39] discusses possible
solutions to the voltage rise problem, such as limiting the output power of DGs, control
of the reactive power, incorporation of storage systems, use of flexible ac transmission
systems (FACTS) devices, etc.
Reverse Power Flow
The introduction of the PV systems can change the dynamic of the network because
power may flow in both directions. When the PV generation at its highest and the
feeder load demand is at its lowest, the power flow can be reversed, and the feeder
will start exporting power to the neighboring feeders. Since distribution feeders are
typically designed for unidirectional power flow, this phenomenon can affect the over-
current protection coordination and operation of line voltage regulators as they are not
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designed for both forward and reverse power flow conditions [14].
Reference [15] suggests that, for a small number of feeders, to detect and stop the
reverse power flow, reverse power detection relays can be installed. Reverse power flow
most likely occur during the daytime and, therefore, specific studies must be conducted
on a feeder-by-feeder basis to select the most adequate protection strategy and design, if
a high penetration of utility-scale PV system is expected.
Unintentional Islanding
Islanding refers to the scenario where a part of the utility system, including DGs and
local loads, is accidentally or purposefully disconnected from the upstream network, for
maintenance purpose, equipment failures, or faults. Figure 1.6 illustrates the islanding
situation.
As shown in Figure 1.6, an island can take place by accident when a recloser opens
and isolates a section of the power system with an energy source. The aforementioned
operation can impact the DG equipments and customer loads within the islanded zone
because of poor power quality. Risks also arise for technicians who work on the lines, as
well as for the general public who may be exposed to energized conductors [15], [40].
Modern electronically-coupled DGs generally employ current-controlled voltage-sourced
inverters (VSIs). Therefore, islanding can lead to voltage/frequency instabilities, which,
in turn, result in inverter shut down by its protection mechanisms. This is commonly
referred to as the passive anti-islanding protection. A number of works [41–43] present
reviews of techniques implemented or proposed for islanding detection.
Short-Circuit Current Contribution
In the radial distribution systems, protection schemes are based on the principle that
power and fault current due to short circuit, flow from the utility energy sources to the
loads and were developed without considering the possible impact of the DGs (PV, wind,
battery etc.). Therefore, recent high volume of PV systems introduce new sources of fault
current that can change the direction of current flow, increase the fault current magni-
tudes and, as such, affect the performance for certain types of over-current protection
schemes.
Figure 1.7 shows that the current flowing to the adjacent feeder fault location is not
only from the 115 kV utility energy source but also from the various DGs and PV sys-
tems. In [22], the aforementioned problem has been addressed and provides possible
solutions such as the use of local short circuit current limiting capability in the inverter
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Figure 1.6: Example of an island composed of conventional rotating machine energy sources
and PV inverter sources [22].
Figure 1.7: Example of how high penetration of DGs can affect protection devices [22].
control architecture and the use of directional over-current blocking and/or special trans-
fer tripping schemes.
Harmonics
Harmonics are currents or voltages with frequencies that are integer multiples of the
fundamental power frequency [15]. Harmonic generation by the PV is a major concern
for utilities. A number of works [23–26] have focused on PV systems, with an emphasis on
their harmonic interactions with the distribution network and their impact on the power
quality [19], [21], [24], [26]. If the PV inverters are not designed optimally, harmonics
may be injected into the network and can cause significant distortion in point of common
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coupling (PCC) voltages. IEEE standards [37], provide guidelines on harmonic limits at
the PCC. To prevent harmonics penetrated into the power network, a low pass filter can
be used with the PV system.
1.2 Literature Pertinent to Temporary Over-Voltages
Temporary Over-Voltages on Distribution System
Increasing number of inverter-based DGs connected to the MV and LV distribution net-
works can causes temporary over-voltage (TOV), especially during single-line-to-ground
faults and islanding incidents. Distributed PV systems are no exception, and traditional
mitigation measures for rotating generators does not directly applicable in inverter-based
PV systems.
Reference [29] reviews the mechanisms that cause TOV by the inverter-based DGs.
These mechanisms are: ground potential rise, derived neutral shift, inductive coupling of
fault currents, high generation to load ratio, interruption of inductive current, and over-
modulation or saturation of inverter current-control scheme. The literature has identified
two key mechanisms by which a distributed PV system can cause TOVs [27], [29], [31],
[32], [44]. The first mechanism for the TOV is the neutral voltage displacement or the
derived neutral shift. The mechanism applies to a three-wire delta-connected system, an
ungrounded wye-connected system, or a wye-connected system with a large grounding
impedance [45], [46]. Under the aforementioned condition, severe over-voltage occurs
that can go up to 1.73 p.u., and if the distribution network permits the pre-fault voltage
as high as 1.05 p.u. (ANSI voltage regulation allowance), the over-voltage could go as
high as 1.82 p.u. [27]. The second mechanism is known as interruption of significant
power export, which takes place during an unintentional islanding. The TOV caused by
the second mechanism could be more serious, if there exist a single-line-to-ground fault
in the islanded zone. The authors in [46] reported that the TOV on the healthy phases
could go up to 1.5 p.u.
In [47], the test results of several commercial inverters have been presented, with
an emphasis on the TOV generated by the inverter systems during grid disconnection.
This paper reports phase-to-ground TOVs up to 2.3 p.u. and lasted as long as 5 cycles.
Reference [30] reports a field test that has studied the TOV caused by several commercial
PV inverters. Test result reveals that, the inverter generates TOV due to ground faults
with a magnitude of about 3.58 p.u., and as such, damages electronic equipments in the
PV systems and revenue meters.
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A number of works have been studied on the mitigation of TOVs caused by the dis-
tributed PV systems [29], [31], [46], [48–55]. Reference [29] investigates the behavior of
synchronous generators and the PV systems during a single-line-to-ground fault. This
paper explains why IEEE 142 “effective grounding” requirements [48] do not work in the
distributed PV systems. Research works in [31], [44], [49–53] also report the practice
of “effective grounding” in the inverter-based DG system is inefficient and inadequate.
Surge arresters are designed to prevent transient over-voltage due to lightning strikes
for short period of time and they are ineffective to long-lasting TOV caused by PV sys-
tems. Reference [29] also provides several suggestions in order to mitigate TOV problem;
such as, use of current-mode control for the inverters, selection of PV generator power
rating close to the local load, proper selection of the winding configuration of isolation
transformer etc.
Reference [46] has developed a modified single-stage grid-connected PV system model
and proposed a mitigation strategy. The model uses a half-bridge converter and Y/YG
isolation transformer and the function of the mitigation strategy is to limit the TOV
by regulating the modulating signal of the central inverter. However, when applied in
the conventional single-stage PV system, the TOV is limited to about 1.5 p.u., which is
still damaging and, above the standard level (for example, the Hydro One Networks Inc.
defined that the maximum TOV caused by the inverter-based DGs should not exceed 1.3
p.u. [20]). Reference [56] has elegantly developed a control strategy for islanded operation
of a single-stage DG; the control strategy is based on the current-mode control during
grid-connected operation and the voltage-mode control during islanded operation. This
paper, however does not report any TOV analysis during the worst case scenario, such
as, during a single-line-to-ground fault and an islanding incident.
In [57], a control strategy has been presented to ensure seamless power transfer be-
tween the grid-connected mode and the islanded mode. A voltage-mode control employs
in both grid-connected and islanded modes. The authors in [57] use islanding detection
strategy and reported no transients in the local load voltage and current, even before the
islanding is detected. However, this paper does not provide any TOV analysis caused
by a single-line-to-ground fault followed by an islanding incident. In [58], author uses
existing solar PV farm as PV-STATCOM and wind farm inverter as Wind-STATCOM
to regulate steady state voltage and to suppress TOV so that the connection of the solar
PV farm and wind farm can be increased. However, the author does not reported any
TOV analysis during an unintentional islanding incident.
Despite the need, however, no comprehensive study has thus far been reported for
two-stage grid-connected three-phase PV systems, from the viewpoint of TOV analysis.
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In [59], a PV/battery unit is connected to the inverter through the dc-dc boost converters.
Authors in [59] assumes that the PV/battery unit is in the islanded microgrids and
uses a decentralized control strategies for the PV/battery unit. The PV/battery unit is
controlled as voltage sources while a power curtailment control loop is used to modify the
PV operating point to match the load autonomously whenever the PV power is higher
than the load. This paper, however, does not provide any TOV analysis. In [60], a
wind-photovoltaic-storage hybrid system is used for grid-connected and off-grid (islanded)
operations. The PV unit is connected to the VSI through a dc-dc boost converter. Along
with a grid-loss detection algorithm, authors in [60] propose a power management strategy
for the hybrid system in order to ensure safe transition from grid-connected operation
to off-grid (islanded) operation, but does not provide any analysis of the TOV during
the transition period from grid-connected mode to islanded mode. The authors in [61]
present new control strategies for a two-stage grid-connected PV system that allow the
inverter to remain connected to the grid under faults. Reference [61], however, does not
report any TOV analysis during an islanding scenario in the two-stage grid-connected
PV system.
Grid-connected PV systems should comply with standards and grid codes and utility
requirements for safe and steady operation. For example, the PV system must produce
high quality power and not exceed harmonic levels set by the IEEE standards [37], [62].
In Ontario, Hydro One Networks Inc. has defined a number of design requirements.
One of the requirements is based on the level of TOVs caused by the DGs. According
to the Hydro One Networks distribution system, the maximum TOV at the PCC shall
not exceeds 1.3 p.u. [20]. According to the German grid code [63], which is used as a
reference code for various studies, the PV systems connected to the MV distribution
network should provide dynamic grid support in order to maintain the stability and may
also remain connected to the network during faults.
The limiting curves of voltage for the inverter-based DG system are shown in Figure
1.8. As Figure 1.8 indicates, the inverter-based DG systems should not get disconnected
before 150 ms even if the voltage drops to about zero. The system voltage stability should
not get affected if the voltage drops above the borderline 1. There is no requirement for
the inverter-based DG systems to remain connected to the grid if the voltage drop is
below the blue line [63]. Moreover, the inverter-based DG systems and in this case the
PV system is recommended to be capable of decreasing its real power output in case of
an over-frequency condition in the network. Figure 1.9 clearly illustrates the real power
reduction required from an inverter-based DG system to support the network frequency.
Based on the literature review work presented above, in order to study the TOV caused by
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Figure 1.8: Limiting curves of voltage for the inverter-based DG system connected at MV level
in the event of a network fault [63].
Figure 1.9: Real power reduction required from the inverter-based DG system connected at
MV level in case of over-frequency [63].
singe-stage and two-stage PV systems, a proper model is required for both PV systems.
The main aim of this thesis is to discuss the reasons behind the TOV caused by the PV
systems as well as proposes corrective measures to mitigate the TOV.
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1.3 Thesis Objectives and Scope
The overall aim of this thesis is to study and characterize TOVs caused by grid-connected
PV systems, and to propose corrective measures to mitigate the TOV problem through
the built-in software of the PV system. The scope of this thesis, however, is limited to
PV systems with single-stage and two-stage three-phase central dc-ac inverters.
In this thesis a detailed, switched models of single-stage and two-stage PV systems
have been used. However, an ideal model has been assumed for the isolation trans-
former. The PV system is assumed to be connected with a host CIGRE benchmark
MV distribution network [64], and the network lines have been modeled as series RL
branches. Further, the network loads and local loads are modeled as voltage-dependent
real-/reactive-power sinks. Moreover, the model uses an under-/over-voltage relay and
a low-/high-frequency relay, to disconnect the PV system during abnormal operating
conditions. However, no islanding detection scheme has been assumed. Furthermore, the
thesis assumes that no corrective measure is taken for the TOV on the part of the host
utility network.
The more specific objectives of the thesis are:
 To study and characterize TOVs caused by a conventional single-stage grid-connected
three-phase PV system in which a widely utilized ∆/YG isolation transformer is
used, and to propose a TOV limiting scheme for the PV system.
 To investigate the TOV in an effective grounding system, a modified single-stage
grid-connected three-phase PV system with a Y/YG isolation transformer will be
utilized, and to propose a TOV limiting scheme for the PV system.
 To study and characterize the TOVs caused by a two-stage grid-connected three-
phase PV system, and to apply the proposed TOV limiting scheme (which is used
for the conventional single-stage PV system) in the two-stage PV system.
 To compare the single- and two-stage PV systems from the viewpoint of TOV, with
and without the proposed TOV limiting schemes.
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1.4 Methodology
To achieve the objectives of this thesis, the PV generator configuration and the single-
and two-stage PV system structures are studied and appropriate control schemes for the
inverter and for limiting the TOV caused by the PV system are used. The single- and two-
stage PV systems are modeled in detail in the commercial grade software, power systems
computer aided design using electromagnetic transients including dc (PSCAD/EMTDC).
The performance of the PV system models and the effectiveness of the TOV limiting
schemes are evaluated through a fairly comprehensive set of case studies, conducted in
the PSCAD/EMTDC software environment.
1.5 Thesis Outline
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:
 In Chapter 2, first, the mechanisms behind the TOVs caused by PV systems are
described. Then, a conventional single-stage grid-connected three-phase PV system
interfaced with a CIGRE benchmark MV distribution network is studied. A widely
used ∆/YG isolation transformer is utilized in the conventional single-stage PV
system. The inverter dc-link voltage controller and the inverter current-control
scheme in the dq-frame are presented. Thereafter, to evaluate the performance
and robustness of the system, and to investigate the TOV caused by the single-
stage PV system, Chapter 2 demonstrates a number of cases for both faulted and
normal operating conditions by time-domain simulation studies conducted in the
PSCAD/EMTDC software environment.
To evaluate the TOV in an effective grounding system, Chapter 2 also utilizes a
modified single-stage grid-connected PV system. The modified system employs a
half-bridge converter (HBC) and a Y/YG isolation transformer. Through time-
domain simulation studies, Chapter 2 shows that the effective grounding system
may not mitigate TOVs.
Furthermore, to limit the TOV, a TOV limiting scheme is proposed for the conven-
tional single-stage PV system. In the case of detected over-voltage, the proposed
TOV limiting scheme limits the over-voltage on any of the three phases. Moreover,
a TOV limiting scheme for the modified single-stage PV system is proposed to
reduce the magnitude of the TOV. The effectiveness of the TOV limiting schemes
are evaluated by time-domain simulation studies in the PSCAD/EMTDC software
environment.
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 Chapter 3 presents a two-stage grid-connected three-phase PV system, to further
investigate the causes of TOVs. In the two-stage system, a dc-dc boost converter
is used to control the PV generator terminal voltage and boosted to a voltage level
slightly less than the dc-link voltage limit imposed by the national regulations.
The boost converter also adopts a output voltage controller to control and prevent
the dc-link voltage from rising during disturbances, such as network faults. The
inverter uses the same dc-link voltage controller and the inverter current-control
scheme in the dq-frame as those used in the single-stage PV system. However,
different values are used in the controller compensators parameter.
Chapter 3 also investigates the TOV caused by the two-stage PV system. Fur-
thermore, the two-stage PV system employs the proposed TOV limiting scheme as
that is used for the conventional single-stage PV system. The performance of the
two-stage PV system and the effectiveness of the TOV limiting scheme are eval-
uated through a number of case studies on a detailed model of the system in the
PSCAD/EMTDC software environment.
Chapter 3 also demonstrates a comparative study of TOVs caused by the single-
and two-stage PV systems with and without the proposed TOV limiting schemes.
 Chapter 4 presents the thesis conclusions with the suggestions for the future re-
search work. The mathematical model and the PV generator parameters are given
in Appendix A. The PV system parameters are given in Appendices B, C, and D.
1.6 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are:
 A conventional single-stage grid-connected three-phase PV system with its nec-
essary components are modeled in the PSCAD/EMTDC software environment.
Then, based on the developed model, the thesis studies the damaging TOV gen-
erated by the conventional single-stage PV system during a single-line-to-ground
fault and an islanding incident. The thesis then proposes a TOV limiting scheme
for the conventional single-stage PV system in order to limit the magnitude of the
over-voltage on each phase.
 The thesis also studies the TOV caused by an effectively-grounded PV system.
Thus, the thesis adopts a modified single-stage grid-connected three-phase PV sys-
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tem from the literature. The thesis then proposes a TOV limiting scheme for the
modified PV system, to further mitigate the damaging TOV.
 The thesis further models a two-stage grid-connected three-phase PV system in the
PSCAD/EMTDC software environment, to evaluate the TOV during a single-line-
to-ground fault and an islanding incident. Then the thesis adopts and evaluates the
proposed TOV limiting scheme (which was used for the conventional single-stage
PV system) also for the two-stage PV system.
 The thesis presents a comparative study of TOVs caused by the single- and two-
stage PV systems, with and without the proposed TOV limiting schemes.
Chapter 2
TOV Analysis: Single-Stage PV
Systems
2.1 Introduction
The focus of this chapter is to address, analyze and mitigate the damaging temporary
over-voltages (TOVs) caused by single-stage PV systems. Though the TOV is primitive,
the recent high penetration of PV generation into distribution feeders spurred utilities to
do impact studies and, as such, the TOV caused by the PV systems need to be resolved
for proper grid interconnections [7], [27–30], [44], [47], [65–68].
At first, this chapter presents the mechanisms, and characteristics behind the afore-
mentioned TOV through an extensive literature review. This reveals that, neutral volt-
age displacement (during ground faults) and interruption of significant power export
(during islanding incidents) are the two main reasons for the TOV caused by PV sys-
tems [27], [29], [31], [32], [44]. In order to investigate the aforementioned reasons behind
the TOV, this Chapter presents a conventional single-stage grid-connected three-phase
PV system with its associated components, control schemes, and the host CIGRE bench-
mark MV distribution network as grid. A widely used ∆/YG isolation transformer is
utilized in the aforementioned conventional single-stage PV system.
Then, to evaluate the TOV in an effectively-grounded PV system, this chapter also
adopts a modified single-stage grid-connected PV system [46]. The modified system
employs a half-bridge converter (HBC) and a Y/YG isolation transformer. However,
this chapter presents different controls for limiting the damaging TOVs. Through time-
domain simulation studies, this chapter shows that the effective grounding system may
not mitigate TOVs.
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Furthermore, to limit the TOV, this chapter proposes a TOV limiting scheme for
the conventional single-stage PV system. The proposed TOV limiting scheme limits the
over-voltage on any of the three phases during ground faults and the following islanding
incidents. This chapter also proposes a TOV limiting scheme for the modified single-
stage PV system in order to reduce the magnitude of the TOV. A PI controller with
an anti-wind-up technique [61] is utilized in each of the aforementioned TOV limiting
scheme. The effectiveness of the TOV limiting schemes are evaluated by time-domain
simulation studies in the PSCAD/EMTDC software environment.
It should be pointed out that, some grid codes, like the one in [63] defines that the
PV systems require to connect to the network for a short period of time even after the
fault. Therefore, the objective of the proposed TOV limiting schemes are to temporarily
limit/reduce the magnitude of over-voltages during that short time interval.
2.2 TOV Caused by Distributed PV Systems
High penetration of DGs into distribution network has the potential to cause TOV prob-
lems [27], [31], [45], [46]. Among them, distributed PV system poses serious TOV problem
since they are normally installed on the MV and LV side of the system, and potentially
at any point on a feeder [31]. In the following section important mechanisms that cause
the TOV by the PV systems are represented.
2.2.1 Important Mechanisms and Characteristics
The literature has identified two key mechanisms by which a distributed PV system can
cause TOVs [27], [29], [31], [32], [44]. These mechanisms are described below.
 Neutral Voltage Displacement or Derived Neutral Shift:
The first mechanism for the TOV is the neutral voltage displacement or the derived
neutral shift. The mechanism applies to a three-wire delta-connected system, an
ungrounded wye-connected system, or a wye-connected system with a large ground-
ing impedance [45], [46]. In this mechanism, during a single-phase-to-ground fault,
one point of the delta-connected system becomes ground referenced by the fault.
This mechanism can be demonstrated by the phasor diagrams of Figure 2.1. As
shown in Figure 2.1(a), during the pre-fault condition phase voltages are balanced
and 120° apart and consequently neutral voltage, vn of the delta-connected sys-
tem is zero. However, as Figure 2.1(b) shows, when a single-phase-to-ground fault
strikes (in this case, phase–b is bolted to the ground), the voltage of the neutral
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of neutral voltage displacement during a single-phase-to-ground fault
by using voltage phasor diagrams.
point equals to that of the faulted phase. Therefore, the healthy phase voltages
can be formulated as
van = vab
vcn = vbc
(2.1)
Now, if a single-phase load is connected between any healthy phase (e.g. phase–a or
phase–c) and the neutral, the load will see the line-to-line voltage (in this case, vab
or vbc). As shown in Figure 2.1(c), this type of over-voltage can go up to 1.73 p.u.
and if the distribution network permits the pre-fault voltage as high as 1.05 p.u.
(ANSI voltage regulation allowance), the voltage could go as high as 1.82 p.u. [27].
Therefore, such a TOV poses a serious risk to loads and utility equipments.
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 Interruption of Significant Power Export:
The second mechanism is known as interruption of significant power export, which
takes place during an unintentional islanding, where PV generation exceeds load
[29], [45], [46], [68], [69]. The TOV caused by the second mechanism could be more
serious, if there already exist a single-line-to-ground fault in the islanded zone.
As shown in Figure 2.2, aforementioned condition occurs when an upstream utility
protection circuitry detects a fault and opens the utility interface disconnect breaker
and consequently, an island forms. During significant power export, output current
of the PV generator, ipv is larger than that required by the local load current, il, and
thus the grid current, igrid is positive. However, when the grid is disconnected from
the PV system, ipv becomes equal to il, meaning that il becomes much larger than
before the pre-disturbance condition. According to Ohm’s law, the load voltage,
vl will rise in proportion to the level of increase in il. If the total load impedance
in the islanded zone is Zload, total generation from the PV system is SPV , the load
power is Sload, and the nominal network voltage is vnominal, then the magnitude of
a TOV, VTOV , can be formulated as [49]
VTOV = vl = ipvZload '
(
SPV
vnominal
)
v2nominal
Sload
(2.2)
Equation (2.2) can be simplified as
VTOV
vnominal
' SPV
Sload
(2.3)
Therefore, from (2.3) it can be concluded that, during normal operation the am-
plitude of the TOV is proportional to the ratio of the total PV power generation
to the total load.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram illustrating the mechanism of the interruption of significant
power export.
2.3 TOV Analysis: Conventional Single-Stage PV
System
2.3.1 System Configuration and Principle of Operation
Assessing the TOV problem caused by the PV systems, a comprehensive PV system
model is necessary. A comprehensive guidelines are reported in [70] for the grid-connected
PV systems. A number of works have studied the dynamic models and the control of
large-scale grid-connected single-stage three-phase PV systems [60], [71–74], [76–82]. Fig-
ure 2.3 illustrates a comprehensive single-line schematic diagram of a three-phase single-
stage grid-connected PV system. As shown in Fig. 2.3, a PV generator is connected to
the dc-side of a dc-ac power-electronic converter known as three-phase voltage-sourced
inverter (VSI). The dc-side of the VSI is paralleled with the dc-link capacitor, C. As
the diagram shows, each phase of the inverter ac-side terminals is interfaced with the
CIGRE benchmark MV distribution network, at a point of common coupling (PCC),
through a LfCf low-pass filter, an isolation transformer, Tr and a three-phase local load.
The transformer, in this conventional PV system has a wye winding connection at the
grid-side and a delta winding connection at the inverter ac-side in order to avoid triple-n
harmonics of the magnetizing current.
Fig. 2.3 indicates that, the PV generator output current, ipv and the terminal voltage,
vpv are utilized in the maximum power-point tracking (MPPT) scheme. The MPPT
scheme generates the required dc-link voltage reference, vdcref for the dc-link voltage
controller. Fig. 2.3 also illustrates that the PV system employs a decoupled dq-frame
current-control scheme [71]. The current-control is performed in a rotating dq reference
frame whose d- axis makes a phase angle, ρ against the stationary α axis. Phase angle,
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Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram of a conventional single-stage grid-connected three-phase PV
system.
ρ and frequency, ω of the inverter ac-side voltages, vsabc, are obtained by means of a
phase-locked loop (PLL) [76]. The real- and reactive-power that the PV system delivers
to the distribution network are independently controlled by the d- axis current, id and
the q- axis current, iq, respectively. The dc-link voltage controller issues the current
command idref and the reactive-power control scheme issues the current command iqref .
The inverter current-control scheme ensures that id and iq rapidly track their respective
reference commands idref and iqref . The inverter ac-side voltages, vsabc are transformed
to vsd and vsq by using the abc- to dq-frame transformation block [76]. The PLL also
processes vsq through the filter H(s) in such a way that vsq is forced to zero. All the
control signals are processed by the current-control scheme which generates the dq-frame
signals md and mq. The inverter modulating signals, mabc are obtained from md and
mq by using the dq- to abc-frame transformation block [76] and delivered to the pulse-
width modulation (PWM) and the gate driver circuit for producing inverter gate pulses.
The dq-frame modulating signals must be limited before being delivered to the converter
PWM and the gate driver circuit, to ensure that
√
m2d +m
2
q 6 1, that is, the inverter
can operate in the linear modulation region [75], [76].
A single-stage PV system can causes severe TOVs when a single-line-to-ground fault
persists at the PCC [see Fig. 2.3] even after the islanding incident. Islanding incident
occurs when the main three-phase utility-interface disconnect breaker, Bg opens and the
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PV system is isolated from the host distribution network. Under the aforementioned
condition, a TOV is the most severe when the PV generation exceeds local load. This
thesis investigates the aforementioned scenario through simulation studies, as will be
discussed in the respective section.
2.3.2 Inverter Current-Control Scheme
The singe-stage PV system of Figure 2.3 employs a decoupled dq-frame current-control
scheme to ensure that the inverter ac current components, id and iq are independently
controlled and rapidly track their respective reference commands idref and iqref . The
current-mode control of the inverter also provides over-current protection [71] during
network faults by limiting idref and iqref .
As Figure 2.4 shows, id and iq are the state variables, md and mq are the outputs,
and the inverter ac-side voltage components, vsd and vsq are the disturbances which are
used as feedforward signals and processed through the low-pass filter, F (s). Figure 2.4
indicates that, the factor ωLf is incorporated to decouple the control of id and iq. To
regulate inverter ac-side currents, two compensators, kd(s) and kq(s), process the errors
ed = idref− id and eq = iqref− iq, and generate new control inputs, ud and uq. Thereafter,
to produce md and mq, the factor 2/vdc is used to decouple the dynamics of id and iq
from those of vdc. Inverter modulating signals, mabc are obtained from md and mq by
using the dq- to abc-frame transformation block [76] and delivered to the pulse-width
modulation (PWM) and the gate driver circuit for producing inverter gate pulses (not
shown in Figure 2.4).
Since, both d- and q-axis current-control loops are identical, compensators kd(s) and
kq(s) can also be identical. Thus, based on [76]
kd(s) = kq(s) =
k1s+ k2
s
(2.4)
where k1 and k2 are the proportional and integral gains, respectively. If k1 and k2 are
selected as
k1 =
Lf
τi
(2.5)
k2 =
R
τi
(2.6)
then id and iq, independently track their respective setpoints, idref and iqref , based on
the following transfer function
Id(s)
Idref (s)
=
Iq(s)
Iqref (s)
=
1
τis+ 1
(2.7)
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Figure 2.4: Block diagram of decoupled dq-frame current-control scheme.
where time constant, τi is a design choice. It should be noted that for fast current-control
response, τi should be made small but adequately large so that 1/τi is smaller than the
inverter switching frequency. This can be done by proper tuning of the current-controlled
parameters [76]. As it is mentioned earlier, id and iq can be used to control the real- and
reactive-power of the inverter, respectively. Thus, based on [71], the power components
Ps and Qs are written as
Ps =
3
2
vsdid (2.8)
Qs = −3
2
vsdiq (2.9)
Dynamic Performance of the Inverter Current-Control Scheme
Consider the inverter decoupled dq-frame current-control scheme of Figure 2.3 with pa-
rameters Lf = 30 µH, R = 2.0 mW, vdc ≈ 460 V . The inverter switching frequency is
3060 Hz. The ac system frequency and inverter ac-side line-to-line rms voltage are 377
rad/s and 208 V , respectively. The transfer function of the low-pass filter is F (s) =
1/(0.00005s + 1). The VSI is current-controlled with τi = 0.5 ms. Thus based on (2.5)
and (2.6), once obtain,
kd(s) = kq(s) =
0.06s+ 4
s
[Ω] (2.10)
Figure 2.5 illustrates the dynamic performance of the current-controlled scheme. Until t
= 0.3 s, the gating pulses are blocked and the inverter current-control scheme is inactive.
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Figure 2.5: Dynamic response of decoupled dq-frame current-control scheme.
This permits the PLL to reach its steady state. At t = 0.3 s, the gating pulses are
unblocked and the inverter current-control scheme is activated. Figure 2.5(a) indicates
that the d-axis current, id reaches its final value at about t = 0.31 s. It is observed from
Figure 2.5(b) that the q-axis current, iq remains regulated at zero while id is changing
from zero to about 3.92 kA. The ripples are observed on the current waveforms of id
and iq. It is worth explaining that these ripples are due to the PWM switching side-
band harmonics of VSI ac-side currents. Figure 2.5 also verifies that id and iq are well
decoupled.
2.3.3 DC-Link Voltage Controller
Inverter dc-link voltage controller is responsible to control the dc-link voltage, vdc and,
provides protection for the dc-link capacitor and the inverter valves against over-voltage
stress. Mathematical model of the dc-link voltage controller is adopted from [71]. As
discussed in [71], a reduced-order model for the dc-link voltage dynamics can be written
as
1
2
C
dv2dc
dt
≈ Ppv − 3
2
vsdid
≈ Ppv − 3
2
vsdidref
(2.11)
As (2.11) indicates, the dc-link voltage can be controlled by id. Since, τi is assumed to
be a small value, id ≈ idref implies a fast operation of the inverter current-control loop.
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As can be seen from Figure 2.6, the dc-link voltage compensator, Kv(s), processes the
error between v2dc and its setpoint, v
2
dcref to issue the current command idref . In turn, the
inverter current-control scheme responds to the command based on (2.7). The signals
(3/2)vsd and Ppv are delivered as feedforward compensation in order to mitigate the
nonlinear effects on the control. It should be noted that, the feedforward compensation
will be enabled if the factor γ = 1 is used and, as such, the effective control plant becomes
1
2
C
dv2dc
dt
≈ uv (2.12)
where uv is a new control input from the dc-link voltage compensator. It should be noted
that if the factor γ = 1, then, the control plant becomes an integrator and Kv(s) can be
utilized as a proportional-integral (PI) compensator such as
Kv(s) =
k3s+ k4
s
(2.13)
where k3 and k4 are the proportional and integral gains, respectively.
Figure 2.7 illustrates the inverter dc-link voltage controller response to stepwise
change in dc-link voltage setpoint. The dc-link voltage setpoint, vdcref is externally
imposed. The initial vdcref = 350 V . As Figure 2.7 indicates, until t = 0.3 s, the con-
troller is disabled, the measured dc-link voltage is about vdc = 563 V . Thereafter, it
tracks vdcref . At t = 0.55 s, the dc-link voltage setpoint is stepped up to 485 V . The
controller quickly response to the step change and tracks the setpoint. The controller
parameters are given in Table B.2.
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Figure 2.6: Block diagram of the dc-link voltage controller.
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Figure 2.7: The inverter dc-link voltage controller response to stepwise change in dc-link voltage
setpoint.
2.4 Study Cases and TOV Impact Analysis
At first, in this section, to demonstrate the performance of the conventional single-stage
PV system, a number of study cases have been conducted on a detailed switched model
of the system of Figure 2.3 in the PSCAD/EMTDC software environment [83]. Figure
2.8 indicates that, the single-stage PV system is interfaced with the CIGRE benchmark
MV distribution network. As Figure 2.8 shows, the interfaced point is at BUS 3 which
is referred to as the PV system terminal or the PCC. The PV generator rating is 1.0
MW and that is composed of Np = 300 parallel-connected PV strings of Ns = 18 series-
connected PV modules; each module is, in turn, assumed to be composed of Ms =
54 identical basic PV cells. The junction temperature of the PV cells is assumed to
be T = 40°C, unless otherwise mentioned. In this thesis, the PV generator model is
adopted from [71]. Other parameters of the PV generator are listed in Table A.1. The
mathematical model of the PV generator is presented in Appendix A. The MPPT scheme
employs the incremental conductance (IC) algorithm [84], [85]. Both the inverter and
isolation transformer, Tr ratings are assumed as 1.0 MVA. The local load shown in
Figure 2.3 is modeled as voltage-dependent real-/reactive power sinks; implemented in
PSCAD/EMTDC by using standard components available in the software master library.
The MV voltage distribution network and its load parameters can be extensively found
in [64] and [86].
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Figure 2.8: Single-stage PV system is connected to the BUS 3 of the test CIGRE benchmark
MV distribution network.
Furthermore, this thesis conducts a comprehensive set of case studies to evaluate the
TOV caused by the conventional single-stage PV system due to a single-line-to-ground
fault and an islanding incident. The conventional single-stage PV system and controller
parameters are given in Appendix B. The PV system relay settings are listed in Table
D.1 of Appendix D.
2.4.1 Case 1: Simulated Performance of the Single-Stage PV
System Under the Startup Process and Normal Operation
This case study demonstrates the conventional single-stage PV system response to the
start-up process, followed by stepwise changes in the solar irradiation, G while the MPPT
scheme is exercised. Initial solar irradiation of the PV generator is G = 1.0 kW/m2. Until
t = 0.3 s, all the controllers are disabled and the gate pulses of the VSI are blocked.
However, the dc-link capacitor are pre-charged by the open-circuit voltage of the PV
generator.
Figure 2.9 illustrates the simulated response of the PV system. As Figure 2.9(a)
shows, at t = 0.45 s, the solar irradiation is stepped down to G = 0.6 kW/m2, and is
stepped up to G = 0.8 kW/m2 at t = 0.65 s. Figure 2.9(b) shows that the output power,
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Figure 2.9: Conventional single-stage PV system response to startup and stepwise change in
solar irradiance with the MPPT scheme is enabled.
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Ppv, delivered by the PV generator is approximately proportional to the solar irradiation.
As Figure 2.9(c) indicates, until t = 0.3 s, the measured dc-link voltage is about vdc =
563 V . Thereafter it tracks vdcref set by the MPPT scheme. Also, vdc is automatically
corrected by the MPPT scheme due to the stepwise change in solar irradiation. As can
be seen from Figure 2.9(d), the initial output power delivered to the grid is about 0.92
MW ; thereafter it changes according to the solar irradiation.
Furthermore, Figure 2.10 illustrates the inverter phase terminal and grid-side phase
currents, inverter ac-side and grid-side voltages, and the phase relationship between the
grid-side current and voltage (phase–a only). Subsequent to each step change in solar
irradiation, the changes are observed in the inverter phase terminal and grid-side phase
currents from Figure 2.10(a) and (b). However, as Figure 2.10(c) and (d) indicate, the
inverter ac-side and grid-side voltages remain unchanged. Figure 2.10(e) shows that the
phase-a voltage and current of the grid are always in-phase, which demonstrates that the
reactive power is zero at all times i.e. the unity power factor is maintained at the PCC
by the inverter.
2.4.2 Case 2: Single-Stage PV System Response to a Three-
Phase-to-Ground Fault
This test demonstrates the response of the conventional single-stage PV system to a
three-phase-to-ground fault at BUS 4 of the network of Figure 2.8. Initially, the single-
stage PV system is assumed to be in a steady state while the PV generator receives a
solar irradiation of 1.0 kW/m2 and vdcref is determined by the MPPT scheme. The first
fault is incepted at t = 0.45 s by grounding all three phases through 1 mH inductances
and lasts for 0.1 s; the second permanent fault takes place at t = 0.95 s. As Figure
2.11(a) shows, subsequent to each fault inception, the magnitude of the inverter phase
terminal current increases due to the significant drop of the grid-side voltage (not shown
in Figure 2.11). However, the current magnitude is limited due to the current-mode
control of the inverter. Consequently, the dc-link voltage vdc rises and the PV system
output power drops, as shown in Figure 2.11(b) and (c), respectively.
As Fig. 2.11 indicates, the permanent fault results in the isolation of the PV system
from BUS 3, at around 1.05 s, due to the intervention of the low- and high-voltage relay
of the single-stage PV system.
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Figure 2.10: Conventional single-stage PV system startup response under Case #1.
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Figure 2.11: Conventional single-stage PV system response to a three-phase-to-ground fault.
2.4.3 Case 3: TOVs Caused by the Conventional Single-Stage
PV System due to an Asymmetrical AC Fault
This case study demonstrates the TOVs caused by the conventional single-stage PV
system due to a single-line-to-ground fault. Prior to the fault, the PV system is assumed
to be in a steady state with G = 1.0 kW/m2 and the MPPT scheme is enabled. Two
single-line-to-ground (phase-c is bolted to the ground) faults take place at BUS 4 of the
distribution network of Figure 2.8. The first fault strikes at t = 0.55 s and lasts for 0.1
s; the second fault is permanent and takes place at t = 0.8 s.
Figure 2.12 illustrates the conventional single-stage PV system response. Figure
2.12(a) shows the voltages of BUS 3. The fault results in the significant drop in the
magnitude of the grid-side faulted phase and the voltage rise in the healthy phases of
about 1.12 p.u. (and hence, they are called ground-fault over-voltages). In this case, the
TOV on the healthy phases is limited since the conventional PV system uses a YG wind-
ing configuration of the transformer, Tr at the grid-side [32]. As shown in Figure 2.12(b),
limited increase in the inverter phase terminal currents, itabc is observed. However, the
current retains its pre-disturbance sinusoidal form. The aforementioned behavior is ex-
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Figure 2.12: Conventional single-stage PV system response and TOVs due to a single-line-to-
ground fault.
pected since the current-mode control is adopted for the PV system. Figure 2.12(d)
indicates that, the imbalance of the grid-side voltage causes double-frequency pulsation
in the PV system output power [71]. Similarly, as Figure 2.12(c) demonstrates, the dc-
link voltage also fluctuates. As can be seen from Figure 2.12, the PV system resumes
its normal operation when fault is cleared at t = 0.65 s. However, due to the inception
of permanent fault at t = 0.8 s, the PV system behaves exactly the same way as it is
during the post-disturbance time.
Figure 2.12(a) further shows that the TOV on the healthy phase due to the permanent
fault is limited to about 1.12 p.u. Although not shown, due to the permanent fault, low-
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and high-voltage relay (connected at the low-voltage side of Tr) isolates the single-stage
PV system from BUS 3, in about 1.0 s.
2.4.4 Case 4: TOVs Caused by the Conventional Single-Stage
PV System during an Unintentional Islanding Incident
This test case demonstrates the second TOV mechanism (explained in Subsection 2.2.1)
through which a PV system causes temporary over-voltages. Initially, the single-stage
PV system is in a steady state, with G = 1.0 kW/m2 while the MPPT is in process. At
t = 0.65 s, the breaker B12 of the network of Figure 2.8 is disconnected, leading to an
islanding incident. The single-stage PV system is now in the islanded zone and connected
to the BUS 3.
Figure 2.13 illustrates the single-stage PV system response to an unintentional island-
ing incident. It can be seen from Figure 2.13(a) that, subsequent to the island formation,
the grid-side voltages experience TOVs of about 1.68 p.u. The reason behind the forma-
tion of TOVs is that, prior to the islanding incident, the single-stage PV system delivers
about 0.92 MW [see Figure 2.13(d)], while the aggregate local load within the islanded
zone is about 0.57 MW ; implies that the PV system causes severe TOVs when the gener-
ation exceeds load (high PV generation to load ratio) [29], [47], [69]. In order to produce
the pre-disturbance power, the PV system decreases the amplitude of the grid currents,
as Figure 2.13(b) shows. Figure 2.13(c) illustrates that, due to the distortions in the
grid-side voltages and currents, the dc-link voltage slightly deviates from the setpoint
but remains under 600 V . As Figure 2.13(e) indicates, due to the frequency deviation,
the low- and high-frequency relay intervenes and isolates the PV system, at t = 0.75 s.
Consequently, the dc-link voltage settles at the open-circuit voltage of the PV generator
and the power transfer from the single-stage PV system is disrupted.
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Figure 2.13: Conventional single-stage PV system response and TOV event due to an uninten-
tional islanding incident.
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2.4.5 Case 5: TOVs Caused by the Conventional Single-Stage
PV System due to an Asymmetrical AC Fault and the
following Islanding Incident
This case study demonstrates the TOV caused by the conventional single-stage PV system
due to a single-line-to-ground fault and the following islanding incident. Prior to the fault
and the following islanding incident, the PV system is in a steady state while the PV
generator receives a solar irradiation of 1.0 kW/m2 and the MPPT scheme is enabled.
The rating of the local load connected in Figure 2.3 is 0.32+j0.17 MVA. The single-stage
PV system delivers about 0.92 MW .
At t = 0.65 s, a permanent single-line-to-ground fault (phase-c is bolted to the ground)
takes place at the PCC point of the system of Figure 2.3. Afterwards, the upstream grid
protection device detects the fault within 3 cycles and, as such, opens the breaker Bg at
t = 0.70 s, leading to an islanding incident. As a result, all the inverter current flows
into the remaining small local load connected in the islanded zone. Consequently, voltage
temporarily rises for another 100 ms until the low- and high-frequency relay triggers at
t = 0.80 s and shutdown the inverter. Aforementioned phenomenon is known as TOVs
due to the “interruption of significant power export” [29], [31], [46], [47].
Figure 2.14 illustrates the conventional single-stage PV system response. As Fig-
ure 2.14(a) and (b) show, the healthy phases of the grid-side and the inverter ac-side
experience severe TOVs of about 2.21 p.u. and 2.39 p.u., respectively. A PV system hav-
ing ∆/YG transformer experiences larger inverter ac-side over-voltages [32]. Moreover,
voltages are distorted since a large zero-sequence current circulates in the ∆-connected
windings of Tr. As can be seen from Figure 2.14(c) and (d), the dc-link voltage and the
single-stage PV system output power experience double frequency pulsation during fault
and the following islanding incident. As Figure 2.14(e) indicates, due to the frequency
deviation, the low- and high-frequency relay intervenes and isolates the PV system, at t
= 0.80 s.
Therefore, the TOV caused by the conventional single-stage PV system is the most
severe when there exists a single-line-to-ground fault during an islanding incident. This
is not implausible and if the islanding detection scheme is not fast enough then the TOV
during that short interval can make substantial damage on the DGs, equipments, and
other customer loads [30].
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Figure 2.14: Conventional single-stage PV system response and TOV event due to a single-line-
to-ground fault and the following islanding incident.
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2.5 Modified Single-Stage PV System
2.5.1 System Configuration and Principle of Operation
To investigate the TOV caused by an effectively-grounded PV system, a modified single-
stage grid-connected three-phase PV system is adopted in this section. Figure 2.15
illustrates the schematic single-line diagram of the modified single-stage three-phase PV
system [46]. As Figure 2.15 shows, the modified system employs a half-bridge converter
(HBC) and a Y/YG isolation transformer. As required by the grid codes, isolation
transformer, Tr uses a grounded wye (YG) winding configuration at its grid-side [29],
[50], [51], [70]. To maintain the relationship between the phase terminal voltages of
the inverter and the grid-side phase voltages, a wye (Y) winding configuration at the
inverter side of Tr is adopted [32]. In order to connect the neutral point of Tr at the
inverter ac-side and to avoid splitting the dc-link capacitor, the modified system adopts
a half-bridge converter (HBC) [75], [76]. Thus, the neutral point of Tr at the inverter
ac-side is connected to the midpoint of HBC. A small inductance, Ln connected in series
with a resistance, Rn is placed in between the transformer and HBC in order to limit
the zero-sequence current that will flow through the neutral point of the transformer
during ground faults [32]. The inductance Ln and resistance Rn are acting as effective
zero-sequence reactance and resistance, respectively.
The modified PV system uses the same decoupled dq-frame current-control scheme
and the dc-link voltage controller as those employed for the conventional single-stage PV
system (explained in Subsection 2.3.2 and Subsection 2.3.3). However, during network
disturbances (such as network faults or unintentional islanding), the modulating signals
md and mq from the inverter current- control scheme may get saturated. To circumvent
the aforementioned situation, the outputs of the current-control scheme of the inverter
are processed in a block that is labeled in Figure 2.15 as the vector magnitude limiter
(VML) [60], [87]. Furthermore, the modified PV system uses a TOV limiting scheme block
to mitigate/reduce the TOV. Figure 2.16 illustrates the zero-sequence current controller
of the modified single-stage PV system which regulates the zero-sequence current of the
inverter. The setpoint of this controller is i0ref = 0. It should be pointed out that, the
aforementioned zero-sequence current controller is a part of the inverter current-control
scheme of the modified PV system. As can be seen from Figure 2.15, the TOV limiting
scheme block can issues two commands. If the block issues the command mdq,max, the
block will be used for the conventional single-stage PV system. On the other hand, if
the TOV limiting scheme block issues the command mabc,max, the block will be used for
the modified single-stage PV system.
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Figure 2.15: Schematic diagram illustrating the modification to the conventional single-stage
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Figure 2.16: Block diagram of the zero-sequence current controller of the modified single-stage
PV system.
2.6 Proposed TOV Limiting Schemes
This section proposes two TOV limiting schemes. One is for the conventional single-stage
PV system and another one is for the modified single-stage PV system. Each scheme has
its own advantage. Governing principle behind the TOV limiting scheme is explained by
using the equations of three-phase terminal voltages, vtabc of the VSI, which are based
on [76]
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vta(t) =
vdc
2
ma(t)
vtb(t) =
vdc
2
mb(t)
vtc(t) =
vdc
2
mc(t)
(2.14)
where, vta, vtb, and vtc are the phase terminal voltages of the VSI, vdc is the dc-link
voltage, and ma, mb, mc are the modulating signals of the inverter. According to (2.14),
the phase terminal voltages, vtabc of the VSI and, as such, the grid-side voltages, vg,abc can
be controlled by controlling the inverter modulating signals, mabc. The aforementioned
concept is utilized in the proposed TOV limiting schemes.
2.6.1 TOV Limiting Scheme 1 for the Conventional Single-Stage
PV System
In the conventional single-stage PV system with ∆/YG isolation transformer of Figure
2.3, each grid-side voltage (vga, vgb, or vgc) is related by an inverter ac-side line-to-line
voltage. This implies that, each grid-side voltage depends on two phase voltages of
the inverter . Due to the aforementioned reason, this thesis proposes a TOV limiting
scheme for the conventional single-stage PV system which is shown in Figure 2.17. As
the Figure 2.17(a) shows, at first, the inverter ac-side voltages, vsabc are transformed
to vsd and vsq by using the abc- to dq-frame transformation block. The magnitude of
vsabc (vˆs =
√
v2sd + v
2
sq) is then normalized by the nominal peak value, vˆnominal of the
inverter ac-side voltage (low-voltage side of the isolation transformer). The normalized
value, vˆs (in p.u.) is processed through a low-pass filter (LPF) and then used to compare
with a maximum voltage setpoint, vˆslimit. The maximum voltage setpoint, vˆslimit is the
maximum permissible limit of the TOV imposed by some grid codes, like the one in [20].
The vˆslimit is set to as 1.3 p.u. Thereafter, the error, es is processed through an anti-wind-
up technique based PI controller. This controller produces the selection value, eso. Based
on the selection value, a non-linear transfer characteristics block produces the required
maximum saturation limit, mdq,max of md and mq.
Aforementioned non-linear transfer characteristics block is responsible to produce
the maximum saturation limit of md and mq. The non-linear transfer characteristics
is illustrated in Figure 2.17(b). This can be explained as, follows. Input range of the
transfer characteristics is selected in such a way that, if vˆs (in p.u.) during the TOV
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Figure 2.17: (a) Block diagram of the TOV limiting Scheme 1 for the conventional single-stage
PV system. (b) Non-linear transfer characteristics of the TOV limiter.
incident goes beyond vˆslimit, anti-wind-up technique based PI controller processes the
error and issues the command for producing the required mdq,max. For example, if vˆs (in
p.u.) goes above 1.3 p.u., then mdq,max would be 0.02, but if vˆs (in p.u.) goes above
vˆnominal but below vˆslimit such as 1.15 p.u., then mdq,max would be 0.3. This implies
that, the controller issues command to produce smaller limit of the modulating signal
during larger over-voltage incident. The slope and the input and output range of the
non-linear transfer characteristics can be tuned for an acceptable performance. Figure
2.18 illustrates the anti-wind-up technique based PI controller. This is implemented in
the PSCAD environment by using standard component blocks available in the software
master library. If the output is saturated then this controller reduces the output of the
integrator by adjusting the input of the integrator. Its parameters, such as proportional
gain, kp, anti-wind-up gain, kaw, and the limiter value are design choice and can be
carefully tuned for an acceptable performance.
Figure 2.19 illustrates the VML for the conventional single-stage PV system. During
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Figure 2.19: Block diagram of vector magnitude limiter of the conventional single-stage PV
system.
network faults or over-voltage incident modulating signal components of the inverter
may get saturated, which in turn, makes the inverter operates abnormally. Therefore,
during such incident and to operate the inverter in its linear modulation region, dq-frame
modulating signals are limited by the VML. However, the VML does not change the
ratios m∗d/
√
(m∗d)2 + (m∗q)2 and m
∗
q/
√
(m∗d)2 + (m∗q)2 (i.e., it does not change the phase
angle of mabc(t). The VML also ensures that
√
(m∗d)2 + (m∗q)2 6 mdq,max. As can be seen
from Figure 2.19, the TOV limiting Scheme 1 issues mdq,max which is used in the VML.
The inverter modulating signals, mabc are obtained from md and mq by using the dq- to
abc-frame transformation block.
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2.6.2 TOV Limiting Scheme 2 for the Modified Single-Stage
PV System
The modified single-stage PV system presented in Figure 2.15 uses Y/YG isolation trans-
former and, as such, each grid-side voltage (vga, vgb and vgc) is related to the respective
inverter ac-side voltage (vsa, vsb and vsc). This suggests that, grid-side phase voltages can
be independently controlled by their respective inverter ac-side voltages. Therefore, as
Figure 2.20(a) shows, for the modified single-stage PV system, the TOV limiting Scheme
2 uses inverter ac-side voltages in order to produce the modulating signal limit, ma,max,
mb,max and mc,max for ma, mb and mc respectively. The peak values of the inverter ac-
side voltages (vsa, vsb and vsc) are measured and normalized to the nominal peak value,
vˆnominal of the inverter ac-side voltage (low-voltage side of the isolation transformer).
Figure 2.20(b) demonstrates the non-linear transfer characteristics of the TOV limiting
Scheme 2. For achieving acceptable performance, however, the non-linear transfer char-
acteristic curve for the TOV limiting Scheme 2 uses slightly different value than that is
used for the TOV limiting Scheme 1. Other than that, the mechanism uses in the mod-
ulating signal limit processing block of Figure 2.20(a) is the same as that explained for
the TOV limiting Scheme 1. Figure 2.21 illustrates the VML of the modified PV system.
When VML is applies in the modified PV system, maximum and minimum saturation
level of the limiter can be set to 1 and -1, respectively.
It should be pointed out that, the TOV limiting schemes also reacts to steady-state
over-voltage. To avoid the aforementioned circumstances, in practice, a monostable mul-
tivibrator with a predefined set time can be incorporated in the TOV limiting schemes.
In the case of detected over-voltage, the monostable multivibrator should be turned on
and started to operate till the set time. After the predefined set time, the monostable
multivibrator will be disabled. If the over-voltage is still present, the inverter should be
shuts down indefinitely.
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2.7 Simulation Results and TOV Mitigation
To evaluate the effectiveness of the TOV limiting schemes, a detailed switched model of
the modified single-stage PV system of Figure 2.15 and the conventional single-stage PV
system of Figure 2.3 are simulated in the PSCAD/EMTDC software environment. The
rated power of the PV generator is 1.0 MW . Other parameters of the PV generator are
listed in Table A.1. The VSI and isolation transformer Tr of the modified PV system are
all assumed to have a power rating of 1.0 MVA. The modified PV system is interfaced
with a CIGRE benchmark MV distribution network of Figure 2.8, which is the same as
that employed for the conventional PV system. The modified PV system and controller
parameters are given in Appendix B. The PV system relay settings are listed in Table
D.1 of Appendix D.
To investigate the TOV caused by the modified single-stage PV system, a simulation
case study without using the proposed TOV limiting Scheme 2 is performed. Then, this
section, compares TOVs caused by the modified PV system and the conventional PV
system. Afterwards, this section studies both the modified and the conventional PV
system response under the proposed TOV limiting schemes.
2.7.1 Case 1: TOVs Caused by the Modified Single-Stage PV
System due to an Asymmetrical AC Fault and the follow-
ing Islanding Incident
This simulation case study demonstrates the TOV caused by the modified single-stage PV
system without exercising the proposed TOV limiting Scheme 2. Prior to the disturbance,
the modified PV system is assumed to be in a steady state and delivers about 0.92 MW
while the MPPT scheme is enabled and the PV generator receives a solar irradiation of G
= 1.0 kW/m2. The rating of the local load connected in Figure 2.15 is 0.32+j0.17 MVA.
Figure 2.22 illustrates the modified single-stage PV system response without using the
proposed TOV limiting Scheme 2.
A permanent single-phase-to-ground fault (phase-c is bolted to the ground) takes
place at t = 0.65 s at the PCC point of the system of Figure 2.15. The fault incident
is detected by the upstream grid protection relay within 3 cycles and thereafter opens
the breaker Bg at t = 0.70 s; leading to an islanding incident. Figure 2.22(a) and (b)
indicate that, due to the fault and the following islanding incident, the grid-side and
the inverter ac-side healthy phase voltages experience over-voltages of about 2.55 p.u.
and 2.04 p.u., respectively. Despite using the Y/YG isolation transformer, the modified
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Figure 2.22: Modified single-stage PV system response due to an asymmetrical fault and the
following islanding incident without using the proposed TOV limiting Scheme 2.
PV system also experiences severe TOVs. The aforementioned problem also reported
in [31], [49]. As demonstrated in Case #5 [see Figure 2.14], it can be concluded that,
during a single-line-to-ground fault and the following islanding incident, the conventional
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PV system with a ∆/YG isolation transformer experiences smaller grid-side over-voltages,
but slightly larger inverter ac-side over-voltages. Figure 2.22(c) and (d) show that the
voltage imbalance due to the fault and the following islanding incident results in the
double frequency pulsations on the dc-link voltage and the power output [71]. Figure
2.22(c) further indicates that, the dc-link voltage exceeds the maximum dc-link voltage
level (600 V ) due to the fault and the following islanding incident. As Figure 2.22(e)
shows, frequency relay of the PV system detects larger deviation of the frequency and
isolates the PV system, at t = 0.80 s.
2.7.2 Case 2: Conventional Single-Stage PV System Response
under the Proposed TOV Limiting Scheme 1
This test case demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed TOV limiting Scheme 1.
The TOV limiting Scheme 1 applies to the conventional single-stage PV system of Figure
2.3. This case study is similar to Case #5 which is demonstrated in Subsection 2.4.5,
with the exceptions that the conventional PV system is under the proposed TOV limiting
Scheme 1. Prior to the fault and the following islanding incident, the PV system is in
a steady state while the PV generator receives a solar irradiation of 1.0 kW/m2 and
the MPPT scheme is enabled. The rating of the local load connected in Figure 2.3 is
0.32+j0.17 MVA. The single-stage PV system delivers about 0.92 MW . Figure 2.23
represents the response of the conventional PV system under the proposed TOV limiting
Scheme 1. As Figure 2.23(a) and (b) indicate, after the formation of island, magnitude of
over-voltages of the two sides of the isolation transformer are significantly reduced (below
1.3 p.u.) and are limited to about 1.23 p.u. (grid-side) and 1.24 p.u. (inverter ac-side).
Figure 2.23(c) also depicts that, line-to-line grid-side over-voltages are limited to about√
3 of 1.23 p.u. due to the TOV limiting Scheme 1 for providing the required saturation
limit of d and q components of the inverter modulating signals in the case of detected
over-voltage. As can be seen from Figure 2.23(d) and (e), double frequency pulsations
on the dc-link voltage and the PV system output power are also reduced. The maximum
magnitude of the dc-link voltage is below 600 V . Although not shown, both the fault and
the islanding incident result in the isolation of the conventional PV system from BUS 3,
at t = 0.8 s. Consequently, the PV system output power is disrupted and the dc-link
voltage settles at the measured open-circuit voltage of the PV generator.
It can be observed from Figure 2.24 that, before fault and the following islanding
incident, mdq,max from non-linear transfer characteristics curve is close to 1 (in this case
0.95). However, due to the fault, mdq,max drops down to 0.3 and after islanding incident
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Figure 2.23: Conventional single-stage PV system response under the proposed TOV limiting
Scheme 1.
it becomes very low value of 0.02 in order to limit the TOVs. This implies that, the
larger the over-voltage, the smaller the limit of the modulating signal limit. Therefore,
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Figure 2.24: Non-linear transfer characteristics for the TOV limiting Scheme 1 of the conven-
tional single-stage PV system.
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Figure 2.25: Conventional single-stage PV system’s voltages (grid-side and inverter ac-side)
under the existing TOV mitigation strategy and the proposed TOV limiting Scheme 1.
the TOV limiting Scheme 1 offers a better capability for limiting TOVs caused by the
conventional PV system.
Figure 2.25 illustrates the conventional single-stage PV system’s voltages (grid-side
and inverter ac-side) under the existing TOV mitigation strategy proposed in the liter-
ature [46] and the proposed TOV limiting Scheme 1. Figure 2.25 (a) and (b) represent
the grid-side and the inverter ac-side phase voltages under the existing TOV mitigation
strategy which is proposed in the literature [46]. Under the existing TOV mitigation
strategy, the TOVs at the grid-side and the inverter ac-side are limited to about 1.5 p.u.
Moreover, the voltages exhibit larger steady-state distortions. Figure 2.25 (c) and (d)
represent the grid-side and the inverter ac-side phase voltages under the proposed TOV
limiting Scheme 1. Under the proposed TOV limiting Scheme 1, the TOVs are limited
to about 1.23 p.u. (grid-side) and 1.24 p.u. (inverter ac-side).
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2.7.3 Case 3: Modified Single-Stage PV System Response un-
der the Proposed TOV Limiting Scheme 2
This case study is similar to Case #1 which is demonstrated in Subsection 2.7.1, with
the exceptions that the TOV limiting Scheme 2 is exercised in the modified single-stage
PV system of Figure 2.15. The non-linear transfer characteristics curve uses slightly
different values to determine the saturation limits of the modulating signals, as illustrated
in Figure 2.20(b). Prior to the disturbance, the modified PV system is assumed to be
in a steady state and delivers about 0.92 MW while the MPPT scheme is enabled and
the PV generator receives a solar irradiation of G = 1.0 kW/m2. The rating of the local
load connected in Figure 2.15 is 0.32+j0.17 MVA.
Figure 2.26 illustrates the response of the modified PV system under the proposed
TOV limiting Scheme 2, to a single-line-to-ground fault and the following islanding con-
dition. As Figure 2.26(a) and (b) indicate, under the TOV limiting Scheme 2, the
over-voltages of the healthy phases are significantly limited. The grid-side over-voltages
are limited to about 1.16 p.u., whereas the inverter ac-side voltages are limited to about
1.20 p.u. Unlike Case #1, the modified PV system under the proposed TOV limiting
Scheme 2 provides considerable improvement. Also Figure 2.26(c) and (d) depict that,
double frequency pulsation range is significantly reduced in the output power and the
dc-link voltage waveforms. As it can be seen from Figure 2.26(e), zero-sequence current
controller of Figure 2.16 regulates the inverter zero-sequence current close to zero before
the fault inception, however, the zero-sequence current increases after the fault, for a few
cycles before the PV system is isolated from the grid by the inverter protective relays.
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Figure 2.26: Modified single-stage PV system response under the proposed TOV limiting
Scheme 2.
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2.8 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, the mechanisms, and characteristics behind the temporary over-voltage
(TOV) were explained. Two mechanisms have been identified by which a distributed
PV system can causes temporary over-voltages (TOVs). The first mechanism is known
as neutral voltage displacement, whereas the second mechanism is called interruption
of significant power export. A comprehensive conventional single-stage grid-connected
three-phase PV system with a widely used ∆/YG isolation transformer was modeled.
The model adopted a decoupled dq-frame current-control scheme, and a dc-link voltage
controller for the inverter. The developed model was used to analyze the TOV through
a fairly comprehensive set of case studies. Furthermore, a modified single-stage grid-
connected three-phase PV system with a Y/YG isolation transformer was modeled. The
modified PV system model was also used to analyze the TOV. A vector magnitude limiter
(VML) block is used for the both PV systems in order to prevent saturation of the d and
q components of the modulating signals of the inverter. Additionally, two TOV limiting
schemes were proposed to limit the most severe TOVs caused by the both PV systems
due to a single-phase-to-ground fault and the following islanding incident. The proposed
TOV limiting scheme used an anti-wind-up technique based PI controller. Proposed TOV
limiting schemes produced the required saturation limit of the modulating signals and, as
such, the inverter ac-side and grid-side voltages were controlled. The performance of the
single-stage PV systems and the effectiveness of the proposed TOV limiting schemes were
demonstrated by time-domain simulation studies in the PSCAD/EMTDC environment.
The following conclusions can be made from the simulation results:
 The TOV can occur either during a single-line-to-ground fault or subsequent to
an islanding incident. In the conventional PV system, the healthy phases of the
grid-side voltage experiences TOV of about 1.12 p.u. due to a single-line-to-ground
fault, whereas the grid-side voltage experiences TOV of about 1.68 p.u. due to an
unintentional islanding incident.
 The magnitude of the TOV is proportional to the ratio of the total PV power
generation to the total load in the islanded zone.
 The TOV is the most severe during a single-line-to-ground fault and the following
islanding incident. It is shown from the simulation results that, the grid-side and
the inverter ac-side experience over-voltages of about 2.21 p.u. and 2.39 p.u., re-
spectively. By a proper control strategy, the TOV caused by the PV system can be
limited. It is shown that, under the proposed TOV limiting Scheme 1, the grid-side
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and the inverter ac-side over-voltages are limited to about 1.23 p.u. and 1.24 p.u.,
respectively.
 An effective grounding system may not mitigate the TOV. It is shown from the
simulation results that, the modified single-stage PV system experiences grid-side
and inverter ac-side over-voltages of about 2.55 p.u. and 2.04 p.u., respectively.
However, under the proposed TOV limiting Scheme 2, the grid-side and the inverter
ac-side over-voltages are limited to about 1.16 p.u. and 1.20 p.u., respectively.
Chapter 3
TOV Analysis: Two-Stage PV
System
3.1 Introduction
The standard maximum dc voltage for PV modules and PV systems installed in North
America is 600 volts [88]. Moreover, according to the national electrical code, NEC
490.2, the PV generator open-circuit voltage must never exceed 600 V . The maximum
voltage from the PV generator can be extracted by using the MPPT scheme. However,
in the PV system, most of the power production occurs at significantly lower voltages.
The ratio between the highest voltage and the typical power production voltage can
range from 1.6 to 1 to greater than 2 to 1 [89]. While widely adopted large-scale PV
system employs a central inverter as the only power processing stage, the aforementioned
issue prevents central inverter to operate optimally. Hence, in power conversion, as the
operating voltage range increases, it is typical to move to a two-stage power conversion
architecture. Thus, the controlled dc voltage from the output of the PV generator is first
boosted using a dc-dc converter to a fixed value, for the subsequent inverter stage, which
can then be optimized [89].
This chapter, uses a two-stage grid-connected three-phase PV system for the tem-
porary over-voltage (TOV) analysis. The two-stage PV system uses a ∆/YG isolation
transformer. This chapter also uses the proposed TOV limiting scheme 1 in order to
mitigate the TOV. The two-stage PV system employs a dc-dc boost converter as the
first power-processing stage, which can boost a low-voltage of the PV generator up to
a specific high dc-link voltage and also responsible for the MPPT. The second power-
processing stage uses a three-phase VSI, which can stabilize the dc-link voltage and shape
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the output current of the PV system. Moreover, the boost converter uses an output volt-
age controller in order to control its output terminal voltage, particularly during network
faults. The purpose of the boost converter output terminal voltage controller is to keep
the dc-link voltage within the specific range and prevent from rising. At last, the TOV
limiting scheme 1 which is proposed in Chapter 2 is employed in the two-stage PV system
to limit the TOV during a single-line-to-ground fault and the following islanding incident.
3.2 Two-Stage PV System
3.2.1 System Structure
A schematic diagram is shown in Figure 3.1 which represents a two-stage grid-connected
three-phase PV system interfaced with a CIGRE benchmark MV distribution network
at the point of common coupling (PCC). The PV generator is connected to the dc-link
of the inverter through a traditional unidirectional dc-dc boost converter [75]. To obtain
the required power rating, the PV generator is composed of the parallel connection of
Np PV strings. Moreover, to ensure that the open-circuit voltage of the PV generator
is within the maximum voltage limit of 600 V, each PV string consists of the series
connection of Ns PV modules. The aforementioned condition and definitions are adopted
from [88] and [90], respectively. As can be seen from Figure 3.1, Ppv refers to the PV
power injected into the boost converter. For extracting maximum power from the PV
generator, an incremental conductance (IC) algorithm based MPPT scheme is used [84]
and [85]. Under normal operation, the boost converter is controlled to regulate the
voltage, vpv at the PV generator terminal. The MPPT scheme of the boost converter
issues the setpoint, vpvref of the controlled PV generator terminal voltage. As Figure 3.1
shows, Pbo and Pinv represent the power output from the boost converter and the power
drawn by the inverter from the dc-link, respectively.
Under normal operating conditions, the current-controlled three-phase VSI regulates
the dc-link voltage through the dc-link voltage controller. However, during network
faults, another controller of the boost converter takes control of its output terminal
voltage, which prevents the dc-link voltage from rising. Figure 3.1 further shows that,
the inverter is interfaced with the MV distribution network through a low-pass filter,
LfCf and an isolation transformer, Tr. The function of the filter is to prevent current
harmonics from penetrating into the network. The VSI employs the conventional dq-
frame current-control scheme [76]. The inverter phase terminal currents, itabc and ac-side
voltages, vsabc are transformed into corresponding dq-frame signals. Synchronization of
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Figure 3.1: Single-line schematic diagram of a two-stage grid-connected three-phase PV system
interfaced with a distribution network.
vsabc is done by the phase-locked loop (PLL) [71]. Since, the main focus is to analyze
and mitigate the TOV during a single-line-to-ground fault and an islanding incident, the
vector magnitude limiter (VML) and the proposed TOV limiting Scheme 1 discussed in
Chapter 2 are introduced in the PV system of Figure 3.1.
3.2.2 Control System of DC-DC Boost Converter
The two-stage PV system uses a dc-dc boost converter as the first power-processing
stage, which can boost a low voltage of the PV generator up to a specific high dc-link
bus voltage. Control strategies for the PV boost converter have been proposed in [91–94].
As shown in Figure 3.2, the PV generator is connected to the PV boost converter through
a capacitor, Cpv. The capacitor, Cpv prevents the current ripples produced by the boost
converter from disturbing vpv. The MPP of the PV generator is achieved through the
controlling of vpv. Thus, a closed loop control structure regulates vpv at the setpoint,
vpvref issued by the MPPT block. For this control structure, the dynamics of the PV
generator terminal voltage and the boost converter inductor current are described as
dvpv
dt
=
1
Cpv
(ipv − iL) (3.1)
diL
dt
+
1
Lb
RbiL =
1
Lb
[vpv − (1−mb)vdc] (3.2)
where ipv is the PV generator output current, iL is the inductor current, Rb and Lb are
the boost converter resistance and inductance, mb is the modulating signal, and vdc is
the dc-link capacitor voltage seen by the boost converter.
Figure 3.3 represents the closed loop control structure which can regulates vpv at the
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Figure 3.3: Block representation of the two-loop averaged current-control method of the boost
converter.
setpoint, vpvref issued by the MPPT block. The aforementioned control loop is established
by using (3.1) and (3.2) and based on the two-loop averaged current control method of
boost converter [92] and [95]. As can be seen from Figure 3.3, based on (3.2), inner
inductor current regulating loop controls iL such that it follows the following transfer
function:
IL(s)
ILref (s)
=
1
τbs+ 1
(3.3)
where the time constant, τb should be made small for a fast control response. The outer
vpv control loop issues the reference iLref for the inner inductor current control loop. The
outer vpv control loop is based on (3.1). Under normal operating conditions, control loop
of Figure 3.3 controls vpv, while the dc-link voltage regulation is done by the inverter
dc-link voltage controller. However, during network faults, the dc-link voltage rises and
to prevent the dc-link voltage from rising and maintain the voltage level within a specific
range, boost converter uses an output voltage control loop for controlling its output
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Figure 3.5: Output terminal voltage control loop of the boost converter.
terminal voltage, vbo. Figure 3.4 represents the PV dc-dc boost converter circuit. The
dynamics of vbo can be written as
dvbo
dt
=
1
C
[(1−mb)iL − ipvo] (3.4)
Figure 3.5 illustrates the output terminal voltage controller of the boost converter
of Figure 3.4. During networks faults, the purpose of this controller is to control iLref
to regulate vbo. The setpoint, vboref for this controller is chosen slightly smaller than
600 V (for example, about 585 V). Compensators Kpv(s), KiL , and Kb(s) are all of the
proportional-integral (PI) type and the generic form is K(s) = (kps + ki)/s.
3.2.3 Inverter Control Architecture
Inverter Current-Control Scheme
The current-control of the inverter of Figure 3.1 is performed in a dq-frame of coordinates
rotating in synchronism with the space phasor corresponding to vsabc by utilizing a phase-
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locked loop (PLL) [71] and [76]. The d- and q-axis components of the inverter ac current,
id and iq, independently track their respective setpoints, idref and iqref , based on the
following transfer function
Id(s)
Idref (s)
=
Iq(s)
Iqref (s)
=
1
τis+ 1
(3.5)
where the time constant, τi is a design choice. It should be noted that for the fast current-
control response, τi should be made small. This can be done by proper tuning of the
current-controlled parameters [76]. In turn, id and iq enable the control of real-power,
Ps and the reactive-power, Qs of the inverter, respectively. Thus, the equation of power
components Ps and Qs can be written as
Ps =
3
2
vsdid (3.6)
Qs = −3
2
vsdiq (3.7)
where vsd denotes the d -axis components of vsabc. The control structure of the inverter
current-control scheme is discussed in the Subsection 2.3.2 of Chapter 2. More details
about the inverter ac current-control can be found in [76].
Inverter DC-Link Voltage Controller
Inverter dc-link voltage controller of the two-stage PV system is based on the following
equation:
1
2
C
dv2dc
dt
≈ Pbo − Pinv
≈ Pbo − 3
2
vsdid
≈ Pbo − 3
2
vsdidref
(3.8)
Equation (3.8) indicates that the inverter dc-link voltage can be controlled by id. If it
is assumed that the value of τi is so small then id ≈ idref holds. The dc-link voltage
control of the two-stage PV system can be accomplished by the controller demonstrated
in Figure 3.6. The fundamental concept of the inverter dc-link voltage controller is
adopted from [76]. As Figure 3.6 shows, dc-link voltage compensator, Kv(s), processes
the error between v2dc and its setpoint, v
2
dcref and issues the command idref . In turn, the
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Figure 3.6: DC-link voltage controller of the two-stage PV system.
controller responds to the command based on (3.5).
To mitigate the nonlinear effects on the control, the signals (3/2)vsd and Pbo are de-
livered as feedforward compensation. Therefore, the approximate control plant can be
formulated as
1
2
C
dv2dc
dt
≈ uv (3.9)
where uv is new control input from the dc-link voltage compensator. From (3.9) it can
be realized that the control plant becomes an integrator and Kv(s) can be utilized a
proportional-integral (PI) type which is written as follows
Kv(s) =
k1s+ k2
s
(3.10)
where k1 and k2 are the proportional and integral gains, respectively.
VML and The Proposed TOV Limiting Scheme
To evaluate the TOV caused by the two-stage PV system during a single-line-to-ground
fault and the following islanding incident, the VML and the proposed TOV limiting
Scheme 1 are introduce in the two-stage two-stage PV system of Figure 3.1. Figure 3.7 (a)
and (b) illustrate the TOV limiting Scheme 1 and the non-linear transfer characteristics
curve for the TOV limiter. Figure 3.8 demonstrates the block diagram of the VML.
The operation of the TOV limiting Scheme 1 and the VML are extensively discussed in
Subsection 2.6.1.
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3.3 Study Cases and TOV Mitigation
To demonstrate the performance of the two-stage PV system, and to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed TOV limiting Scheme 1, a number of study cases have been con-
ducted on a detailed switched model of the system of Figure 3.1 in the PSCAD/EMTDC
software environment [83]. The rated power of the PV generator is 1.0 MW and that
is composed of Np = 300 parallel-connected PV strings. To ensure that the open-circuit
voltage of the PV generator is within the maximum voltage limit of 600 V, each PV
string consists of the series connection of Ns = 18 PV modules; each module is, in turn,
assumed to be composed of Ms = 54 identical basic PV cells. Other parameters of the
PV generator are given in Appendix A. The VSI and isolation transformer Tr of the two-
stage PV system are all assumed to have a power rating of 1.0 MVA. For the two-stage
PV system, boost converter output terminal voltage setpoint is, vboref = 585 V , and the
dc-link voltage setpoint is, vdcref = 570 V . As shown in Figure 3.9, the two-stage PV
system is interfaced with a CIGRE benchmark MV distribution network. The network
and the load parameters can be found in [64] and [86]. The two-stage PV system and
controller parameters are listed in Table C.1 of Appendix C.
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3.3.1 Case 1: Simulated Performance of the Two-Stage PV Sys-
tem Under the Startup Process and Step Change in Solar
Irradiation
This case study demonstrates the overall performance of the two-stage PV system under
the start-up process and step change in solar irradiation. The MPPT scheme is based on
the incremental conductance (IC) algorithm [84], [85]. Under the start-up process, the
PV generator is exposed to a solar irradiation of G = 1.0 kW/m2. During the start-up
period, the PV generator terminal voltage setpoint, vpvref is issued by the MPPT scheme
with a constant value of about 0.86 times the measured open-circuit voltage of the PV
generator. The MPPT scheme starts running at t = 0.3 s. Until t = 0.3 s, all the system
controllers and inverter gate drive circuits are disabled. During this time interval, dc-link
capacitor of the inverter are pre-charged by the open-circuit voltage of the PV generator.
At t = 0.5 s, the solar irradiation assumes a stepwise decrease to 0.6 kW/m2 and
remains for 0.2 s. Again, at t = 0.7 s, solar irradiation is increased from 0.6 kW/m2
to 0.8 kW/m2, and finally at t = 0.8 s, the solar irradiance assumes a stepwise increase
from 0.8 kW/m2 to 1.0 kW/m2. Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11 illustrate the two-stage
PV system response under the aforementioned conditions. Figure 3.10(a) indicates the
step-wise changes in solar irradiation. Figure 3.10(b) indicates that the steady-state
value of the PV generator output current, ipv is proportional to the corresponding solar
irradiations. However, as Figure 3.10(c) shows, until t = 0.3 s, vpv is approximately equal
to the measured open-circuit voltage (about 564 V ) of the PV generator. Thereafter, vpv
remains regulated by the boost converter control loop of Figure 3.3. The MPPT scheme
issues the PV generator terminal voltage setpoint, vpvref = 484 V . Due to the boost
converter control loop, the PV generator terminal voltage remains regulated. The reason
behind is that, the change in solar irradiance does not impact significantly on the open-
circuit and MPP voltage. As can be seen from Figure 3.10(d), stepwise changes in solar
irradiance causes proportional change in the PV generator power, Ppv. As Figure 3.10(e)
shows, except slight transient excursion, dc-link voltage remains regulated at its setpoint
by the dc-link voltage controller of the inverter.
Figure 3.11(a) and Figure 3.11(b) show the inverter phase terminal current itabc, and
the dq-transformed current, idq, respectively. The magnitude of id at G = 1.0 kW/m
2
can be determined by using (3.6), whereas iq remains regulated at zero. It can also be
observed that, id, itabc, and grid side current, igabc [shown in Figure 3.11(c)] are changing
according to the solar irradiation. Figure 3.11(d) shows the PV system output power, Ps
under the stepwise change in solar irradiation. For the solar irradiation of 1.0 kW/m2,
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Figure 3.10: Two-stage PV system overall response under the startup process and stepwise
changes in solar irradiation, with the MPPT scheme is enabled.
the two-stage PV system delivers about 0.85 MW .
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Figure 3.11: Two-stage PV system response under Case #1.
3.3.2 Case 2: Two-Stage PV System Response to a Three-
Phase to Ground Fault
The two-stage PV system is connected to BUS 3 of the CIGRE benchmark for MV
distribution network which is shown in Figure 3.9. The performance of the two-stage
system and its associated controllers in response to a symmetrical ac fault is shown in
Figure 3.12. Prior to the fault, the two-stage PV system is assumed to be in a steady
state while the PV generator receives a solar irradiance of 1.0 kW/m2. At t = 0.7 s, a
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Figure 3.12: Two-stage PV system response to a three-phase-to-ground fault condition.
temporary three-phase-to-ground fault is incepted at BUS 4 and lasts for 0.1 s.
As Figure 3.12(a) and Figure 3.12(b) show, the fault results in a limited, smooth
increase in the inverter phase terminal current, itabc and significant drop in the grid-
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side voltages, vgabc, respectively. This scenario results in the reduction of the inverter
system output power, Ps, as shown in Figure 3.12(c). The boost converter output voltage
controller [refer to Figure 3.5] is responsible for taking action during the fault interval
time and keeping the dc-link voltage level within the specific range and prevents from
rising. The dc-link voltage waveform is shown in Figure 3.12(d). It can be observed from
Figure 3.12(e) that, when the boost converter output terminal voltage controller takes
control, vpv voltage is operated at higher value of about 564 V . Thus, the dc and ac power
balance can be achieved. Figure 3.12 also shows that the system tolerates the fault and
that, subsequent to the fault clearance, itabc, vgabc, and Ps revert to their pre-disturbance
forms and qualities. Consequently, the boost converter output terminal voltage controller
stops its operation and the control loop of Figure 3.3 starts to control vpv according to
the setpoint, vpvref .
3.3.3 Case 3: TOVs Caused by the Two-Stage PV System due
to an Asymmetrical AC Fault
This case study demonstrates the TOVs caused by the two-stage PV system due to a
single-line-to-ground fault. Prior to the fault, two-stage PV system is assumed to be
in a steady state with G = 1.0 kW/m2 and the MPPT scheme is enabled. Then, two
single line-to-ground (phase-c is bolted to the ground) faults take place at BUS 4 of the
distribution network of Figure 3.9. The first fault strikes at t = 0.55 s and lasts for 0.1
s; the second fault is permanent and takes place at t = 0.8 s.
Figure 3.13 illustrates the two-stage PV system response. Figure 3.13(a) shows the
voltage of BUS 3. The fault results in significant drop in the magnitude of the grid-side
faulted phase and the voltage rise in the healthy phases of about 1.12 p.u. The TOV on
the healthy phases are limited since the PV system uses a YG winding configuration of the
isolation transformer, Tr, at the grid side. As shown in Figure 3.13(b), limited increase
in the inverter phase terminal current, itabc is observed. Moreover, the current retains
its pre-disturbance sinusoidal form. The aforementioned behavior is expected since the
current-mode control is adopted for the two-stage PV system. As Figure 3.13(c) and (d)
indicate, the imbalance of the grid-side voltage causes double-frequency pulsation in the
inverter dc-link voltage and PV system output power, respectively. However, during the
fault interval time, the dc-link voltage and PV system output power fluctuate within a
limited range. As can be seen from Figure 3.13, the two-stage PV system resumes its
normal operation when the fault is cleared at t = 0.65 s. As Figure 3.13(a) shows, the
TOV on the healthy phases, due to the permanent fault is limited to about 1.12 p.u.
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Figure 3.13: Two-stage PV system response and TOVs due to a single-line-to-ground fault.
Although not shown, due to the permanent fault, low- and high-voltage relay (connected
at the low-voltage side of Tr) isolates the two-stage PV system from BUS 3, in about 1.0
s.
3.3.4 Case 4: TOVs Caused by the Two-Stage PV System dur-
ing an Unintentional Islanding Incident
In this test case, prior to the islanding incident, the two-stage PV system is assumed to
be in a steady state, with G = 1.0 kW/m2, while the MPPT scheme is enabled. Figure
3.14 illustrates the two-stage PV system response to an unintentional islanding incident.
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Figure 3.14: Two-stage PV system response and TOVs due to an unintentional islanding inci-
dent.
At t = 0.7 s, the breaker B12 of the network of Figure 3.9 is disconnected and an island
forms. The two-stage PV system is now in the islanded zone and, connected to the BUS
3. As Figure 3.9 indicates, the islanded zone is demonstrated by a dashed box. As can
be seen from Figure 3.14(a), subsequent to the island formation, the grid-side voltage
experience TOVs of about 1.64 p.u. The aforementioned over-voltage behavior can be
explained as follows.
Prior to the islanding incident, the two-stage PV system delivers about 0.85 MW
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[refer to Figure 3.14(d)], while the aggregate load within the islanded zone is about 0.57
MW ; implies that the PV system can cause severe TOVs when generation exceeds load
(high PV generation to load ratio) [29], [31]. In order to produce pre-disturbance power,
grid current, igabc decreases, as Figure 3.14(b) shows. Figure 3.14(c) illustrates that,
due to the distortions in the grid-side voltages and currents, the dc-link voltage of the
inverter slightly deviates from the setpoint, however remains under 600 V . As Figure
3.14(e) shows, the low- and high-frequency relay detects the frequency deviation and
isolates the two-stage PV system from BUS 3, at t = 0.8 s. Consequently, the dc-link
voltage settles at the open-circuit voltage of the PV generator and the power transfer
from the inverter system is disrupted.
3.3.5 Case 5: TOVs Caused by the Two-Stage PV System due
to an Asymmetrical AC Fault and the following Islanding
Incident
This case study demonstrates the TOVs caused by the two-stage PV system due to a
single-line-to-ground fault and the following islanding incident. Prior to the disturbance,
the two-stage PV system is assumed to be in a steady state while the PV generator
receives a solar irradiation of 1.0 kW/m2. The rating of the local load connected in
Figure 3.1 is 0.32+j0.17 MVA.
Figure 3.15 illustrates the two-stage PV system response. Prior to the fault and the
following islanding incident, the two-stage PV system delivers about 0.85 MW . At t
= 0.75 s, a permanent single-phase-to-ground fault (phase-c is bolted to the ground)
takes place at the PCC point of the system of Figure 3.1. Afterwards, the upstream
grid protection device detects the fault within 3 cycles and opens the breaker Bg, at t
= 0.8 s, leading to an islanding incident. As a result, all the inverter current flows into
the remaining small local load connected in the islanded zone. Consequently, voltage
temporarily rises for another 100 ms until the low- and high-frequency relay triggers at t
= 0.9 s and shuts down the inverter. Aforementioned phenomenon is known as TOVs due
to the “interruption of significant power export” [29], [31], [47]. As Figure 3.15(a) and (b)
show, the healthy phases of the grid-side and the inverter ac-side experience severe TOVs
of about 1.82 p.u. and 1.87 p.u., respectively. Moreover, voltages are distorted since a
large zero-sequence current circulates in the ∆-connected windings of Tr. As can be seen
from Figure 3.15(c) and (d), the dc-link voltage and output power of the two-stage PV
system experience double-frequency pulsation during fault and the following islanding
incident. Since the inverter dc-link voltage pulsations exceed the maximum limit (600
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Figure 3.15: Two-stage PV system response due to a single-line-to-ground fault and the follow-
ing islanding incident, without any mitigation measures.
V ), and due to the frequency deviation, the low- and high-frequency relay intervenes and
shuts down the inverter, at t = 0.9 s, as Figure 3.15(e) shows.
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3.3.6 Case 6: Two-Stage PV System Response under the Pro-
posed TOV Limiting Scheme 1
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed TOV limiting Scheme 1, this case study
demonstrates the two-stage PV system response under the proposed TOV limiting 1.
In the case of a detected over-voltage, the TOV limiting Scheme 1 issues the required
maximum saturation limit, mdq,max for md and mq [refer to Figure 3.7(a) and (b)]. Con-
sequently, md and mq will be controlled and transformed to mabc by dq- to abc- frame
transformation block. In turn, the inverter ac-side voltage, vsabc and, as such, the grid-
side voltage, vgabc can be limited during any over-voltage incident.
Prior to the fault inception and the following islanding incident, the two-stage PV
system is assumed to be in a steady state while the PV generator is exposed to a solar
irradiation of G = 1.0 kW/m2. The boost converter controls the PV generator terminal
voltage. A local load of 0.32 + j0.17 MVA is connected at the point in between the
transformer, Tr and the breaker, Bg, as shown in Figure 3.1. A permanent single-line-
to-ground fault (phase-c is bolted to the ground) is incepted at t = 0.75 s at the PCC of
Figure 3.1. This incident is detected by the upstream grid protection circuitry within 3
cycles and opens the breaker Bg, at t = 0.80 s, leading to an islanding scenario.
Figure 3.16 illustrates the two-stage PV system response. As can be seen from Figure
3.16(a), before islanding incident, the fault results in the limited drop on the inverter
ac-side healthy phase voltages and significant voltage drop of the faulted phase. This
is due to the limited increase of the inverter phase terminal current, itabc (not shown).
Figure 3.16(b) also depicts that, before islanding incident, due to the fault, the grid-side
voltages of the healthy phases increase but they are limited to about 1.12 p.u. However,
as shown in Figure 3.16(a) and (b), even after the islanding incident, the inverter ac-side
and the grid-side voltages of the healthy phases are limited to about 1.17 p.u. and 1.14
p.u., respectively. Due to the proposed TOV limiting Scheme 1, the TOV is limited
during the most severe over-voltage condition. Thus, the TOV limiting Scheme 1 offers a
better capability for limiting over-voltages caused by the two-stage PV system. Figure.
3.16(c) and 3.16(d) show that, the double-frequency pulsations on the inverter dc-link
voltage and output power are also limited.
Figure 3.16(e) indicates that, during fault and the following islanding incident, the
measured vpv is limited to about open-circuit voltage of the PV generator. As Figure
3.16(f) shows, due to the frequency deviation, the low- and high-frequency relay detects
larger deviation of the frequency and shuts down the inverter, at t = 0.90 s.
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Figure 3.16: Two-stage PV system response under the proposed TOV limiting Scheme 1.
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Table 3.1: Comparative Study of TOVs Caused by the PV Systems
TOV Event
(worst–case scenario)
PV System Region
TOV Limiting
Scheme
TOV
(p.u.)
single-line-to-ground fault
and the
following islanding incident
conventional
single-stage
grid-side
absent 2.21
with TOV
limiting Scheme 1
1.23
inverter
ac-side
absent 2.39
with TOV
limiting Scheme 1
1.24
modified
single-stage
grid-side
absent 2.55
with TOV
limiting Scheme 2
1.16
inverter
ac-side
absent 2.04
with TOV
limiting Scheme 2
1.20
two-stage
grid-side
absent 1.82
with TOV
limiting Scheme 1
1.12
inverter
ac-side
absent 1.87
with TOV
limiting Scheme 1
1.17
3.4 Comparative Study of TOVs Caused by the PV
Systems
This section presents a comparative study of TOVs caused by single-stage and two-stage
grid-connected PV systems. Simulation results from different case studies show that the
TOV caused by the PV systems is the most severe during a single-line-to-ground fault and
the following islanding incident. Thus, the main focus of this section is to compare the
single- and two-stage PV systems from the viewpoint of the most severe TOV condition,
with and without the proposed TOV limiting schemes. Table 3.1 provides a summary of
the study results, reporting the TOV caused by the PV systems during the worst-case
scenario. Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18 provide a graphical illustration of the study results.
Figure 3.17 indicates that, under the aforementioned condition, the TOV on the grid-
side is about 2.21 p.u. However, when the conventional single-stage PV system employs
the proposed TOV limiting Scheme 1, the TOV is limited to about 1.23 p.u. Furthermore,
the grid-side experiences TOV caused by the modified single-stage PV system of about
2.55 p.u. Under the proposed TOV limiting Scheme 2, however, the TOV on the grid-side
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Figure 3.17: Grid-side TOVs caused by the PV systems due to a single-line-to-ground fault and
the following islanding incident.
is limited to about 1.16 p.u. As compared with the conventional and modified single-stage
PV systems, the two-stage PV system experiences much smaller grid-side over-voltages,
which is about 1.82 p.u. The reason for the smaller TOV is explained by the fact that
using two power processing stages results in lower power output from the two-stage PV
system as compared to the conventional and modified single-stage PV systems. The
TOV limiting Scheme 1 is employed in the two-stage PV system. Again the grid-side
TOV is significantly limited to about 1.12 p.u. As can be seen from Figure 3.17, the
grid-side TOVs caused by the single- and two-stage PV systems are always smaller than
1.3 p.u., under the proposed TOV limiting schemes. Therefore, the DG interconnection
requirement about to maintain the TOV limit during network faults, like the one reported
in [20], is not violated.
Figure 3.18 indicates that the conventional single-stage PV system experiences larger
inverter ac-side TOVs (about 2.39 p.u.) than the TOVs (about 2.04 p.u.) caused by
the modified single-stage PV system, when the proposed TOV limiting schemes are not
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Figure 3.18: Inverter ac-side TOVs caused by the PV systems due to a single-line-to-ground
fault and the following islanding incident.
exercised. As compared with the conventional and modified PV systems, the two-stage
PV system experiences much smaller inverter ac-side over-voltages, which is about 1.87
p.u. Figure 3.18 also indicates that the advantage is preserved under the proposed TOV
limiting schemes; as Figure 3.18 shows, the inverter ac-side TOVs caused by each PV
system is lower than 1.3 p.u.
3.5 Summary and Conclusions
This chapter presented a two-stage grid-connected three-phase PV system and investi-
gated the temporary over-voltage (TOV) caused by the two-stage PV system.
Firstly, the two-stage PV system configuration was discussed. A dc-dc boost converter
and one central inverter were used in order to process the PV generated power. The
PV generator parameters were selected in such a way that, for maximum operating
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conditions, the open-circuit voltage of the PV generator remains marginally under 600
V . The boost converter control strategy adopted the popular two-loop average control
structure, where the boost converter inductor current was controlled by the faster inner
current control loop and the PV generator terminal voltage was controlled by the slower
outer voltage control loop. During network faults, the dc-link voltage of the VSI may
rises and, as such, violate the national standard dc-link voltage limit of 600 V [88]. In
order to prevent the aforementioned situation, the boost converter was adopted an output
terminal voltage controller which controlled the boost converter output terminal voltage
during a network fault. The central inverter employed the decoupled dq-frame current-
control scheme and the dc-link voltage controller as those employed for the conventional
and modified single-stage PV systems. However, the power extracted from the boost
converter was used for feedforward compensation.
Secondly, the two-stage PV system employed the proposed TOV limiting Scheme 1 in
order to limit the damaging TOV during a single-line-to-ground fault and the following
islanding incident. In the case of a detected over-voltage, the TOV limiting Scheme
1 issued the maximum saturation limit for dq components of the modulating signals.
Therefore, the dq components of the inverter ac-side voltages were controlled and, as
such, the grid-side voltages were controlled.
The effectiveness of the TOV limiting Scheme 1 and the two-stage PV system perfor-
mance in the presence of various types of disturbance were demonstrated by time-domain
simulations conducted in the PSCAD/EMTDC software environment.
The following were demonstrated by the simulation studies:
 The performance of the boost converter controller were demonstrated. During nor-
mal operating conditions, the boost converter controlled the terminal voltage of the
PV generator. However, during network faults, e.g. during a three-phase-to-ground
fault, the output terminal voltage controller of the boost converter prevented the
dc-link voltage from rising.
 The system response to a single-line-to-ground fault, an unintentional islanding
incident, and a single-line-to-ground fault followed by an islanding incident were
demonstrated. It was shown that the TOV is the most severe due to a single-line-
to-ground fault and the following islanding incident.
 It was shown that, under the proposed TOV limiting Scheme 1, the TOVs on
the inverter ac-side and the grid-side were significantly limited. It was also shown
that the proposed TOV limiting Scheme 1 meets one of the requirements imposed
by [20], in terms of limiting the TOV.
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 A comparative study of TOVs caused by single-stage and two-stage grid-connected
PV systems was demonstrated. It was shown that the two-stage PV system experi-
enced much smaller grid-side and inverter ac-side over-voltages, as compared to the
conventional and modified single-stage PV systems. Moreover, under the proposed
TOV limiting schemes, the grid-side and the inverter ac-side TOVs caused by each
PV system is lower than 1.3 p.u.
Chapter 4
Conclusions and Future Work
4.1 Conclusions
The overall aim of this thesis was to study and characterize temporary over-voltages
(TOVs) caused by grid-connected PV systems, and to propose corrective measures to
mitigate the TOV problem through the built-in software of the PV system. The thesis,
however, was focused on PV systems with single-stage and two-stage three-phase central
dc-ac inverters. In this thesis, the mechanisms behind the TOVs caused by the PV
systems were described. This thesis discussed that the neutral voltage displacement
and the interruption of significant power export were the two important reasons behind
TOVs. Furthermore, in this thesis, single- and two-stage PV systems were studied and
appropriate control schemes for the inverter and for limiting the TOV caused by the PV
system were used. The single- and two-stage PV systems were modeled in detail in the
PSCAD/EMTDC software environment. The general conclusions drawn from the studies
reported in this thesis are:
 For TOV analysis, the thesis studied a conventional single-stage grid-connected
three-phase PV system with a widely used ∆/YG isolation transformer. The single-
stage system adopted a decoupled dq-frame current-control scheme, and a dc-link
voltage controller for the inverter. The thesis showed that, the TOV can occur
either during a single-line-to-ground fault or subsequent to an islanding incident. In
the conventional single-stage PV system, the healthy phases of the grid-side voltage
experience a TOV of about 1.12 p.u. due to a single-line-to-ground fault, whereas
the grid-side voltage experience a TOV of about 1.68 p.u. due to an unintentional
islanding incident. The magnitude of the TOV is proportional to the ratio of the
total PV power generation to the total load in the islanded zone.
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 The TOV is most severe during a single-line-to-ground fault and the following
islanding incident. The thesis showed from the simulation results that, without
proper TOV mitigation measures, the grid-side and the inverter ac-side experience
over-voltages of about 2.21 p.u. and 2.39 p.u., respectively.
The thesis proposes a TOV limiting scheme for the conventional single-stage PV
system in order to reduce the magnitude of the damaging TOV during the most
severe condition. A PI controller with an anti-wind-up technique is utilized in
the proposed TOV limiting scheme. The thesis showed that, the conventional
single-stage PV system, under the proposed TOV limiting Scheme 1, the grid-side
and the inverter ac-side over-voltages are limited to about 1.23 p.u. and 1.24 p.u.,
respectively.
 A modified single-stage grid-connected PV system is adopted to further investi-
gate the TOV. The modified system employs a half-bridge converter (HBC) and a
Y/YG isolation transformer. Through time-domain simulation studies, the thesis
showed that an effectively-grounded PV system may not mitigate TOVs. This is
in agreement with the findings reported in [29], [31], [49].
Further, a TOV limiting scheme for the modified single-stage PV system is proposed
to reduce the magnitude of the TOV. The proposed TOV limiting Scheme 2 issues
the maximum saturation limit for the three-phase set of modulating signals in
order to control the three-phase voltages, in the case of detected over-voltage. The
effectiveness of the TOV limiting schemes are evaluated by time-domain simulation
studies in the PSCAD/EMTDC software environment. The thesis showed that,
the modified PV system, under the proposed TOV limiting Scheme 2, the grid-side
and the inverter ac-side over-voltages are limited to about 1.16 p.u. and 1.20 p.u.,
respectively.
 The TOV caused by the two-stage PV system is also investigated. The study
showed that the two-stage PV system experiences much smaller grid-side and in-
verter ac-side over-voltages, as compared to the conventional and modified single-
stage PV systems. The proposed TOV limiting Scheme 1 is employed in the two-
stage PV system. The thesis showed that, under the proposed TOV limiting Scheme
1, the grid-side and the inverter ac-side over-voltages are limited to about 1.12 p.u.
and 1.17 p.u., respectively.
 Finally, a comparative study of TOVs caused by single-stage and two-stage grid-
connected PV systems is presented. The study showed that, under the proposed
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TOV limiting schemes, the grid-side and the inverter ac-side TOVs caused by each
PV system is lower than 1.3 p.u. Thus, the proposed TOV limiting schemes meet
the requirements imposed by [20], in terms of limiting the TOV.
4.2 Future Work
The following is a list of potential future research topics, related to the subject of this
thesis:
 Studying the performance of, and making refinements to the proposed TOV limit-
ing schemes, considering more realistic transformer models that include saturation
characteristics.
 Studying the applicability of, and modifying, the proposed TOV limiting schemes
for the PV systems interfaced with European MV distribution networks through
a transformer with a YG/∆ winding configuration. A TOV analysis at the high-
voltage side (∆-side) of the transformer can be performed and, as such, modifi-
cations to the proposed TOV limiting schemes may be required for limiting the
TOV.
 Studying the performance of the proposed TOV mitigation strategies when an
islanding detection algorithm is also incorporated into the PV system.
 Adding a battery storage to the system, thus creating a PV/battery unit that can
balance the PV generated power with the load. A PV power curtailment strategy
can be adopted that enables the PV unit to curtail the PV generated power and
autonomously match the local load in the islanded zone. Thus, the TOV caused
by the PV system can be avoided. The excess energy can be utilized for charging
the battery.
Appendix A
PV generator Model and
Parameters
Parameters of the PV generator used in the single- and two-stage PV systems are taken
from KC200GT data sheet and can be found in [96] and Table A.1.
Table A.1: PV generator Parameters
Parameter Value Remarks
number of series-connected PV cells per module 54 Ms
number of parallel-connected PV strings 300 Np
number of series-connected PV modules
per string 18 Ns
module short-circuit current (STC) 8.21 A I˜sc,r
module open-circuit voltage (STC) 32.9 V V˜oc,r
module maximum-power current (STC) 7.61 A I˜mp,r
module maximum-power voltage (STC) 26.3 V V˜mp,r
voltage temperature coefficient =0.1 V/K K˜V
current temperature coefficient 0.003 A/K K˜I
diode ideality factor 1.3 a
module reference solar irradiation 1.0 kW/m2 Gr
module reference p-n junction temperature 298 K Tr
equivalent series resistor 0.231 W Rs
equivalent parallel resistor 597.38 W Rp
PV generator maximum power 1.0 MW Ppv
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Figure A.1: An equivalent PSCAD circuit of the PV generator.
In this thesis, the PV generator model is adopted from [71]. The PV generator uses
the single-diode model of a real PV cell or module. An equivalent PSCAD circuit of the
PV generator is demonstrated in Figure A.1. As can be seen from the circuit of Figure
A.1, vpv and ipv are the terminal voltage and current of the PV generator, Ieq,gen is the
equivalent current source, Req,gen is the equivalent resistance, G is the solar irradiation,
and T is the p-n junction temperature. The PV generator model is governed by the
following two equations [71]
Ieq,gen = NpIi
(
RP
Rs +Rp
)
(A.1)
Req,gen = (Rs +Rp)
Ns
Np
(A.2)
where Np is the number of parallel-connected PV strings, Ns is the number of series-
connected PV modules per string, Rs and Rp are the series and parallel resistance of the
PV module, and Ii is the terminal current of the ideal PV module.
As discussed in [71], Ii can be for formulated as
Ii = Ig(G, T )−
[
Io(T )
(
e
β(vpv + ipvRs)
a − 1
)]
(A.3)
where Ig is the photo-generated current, Io is the diode reverse saturation current which
depends on T , a is the diode ideality factor, and β is the inverse thermal voltage defined
as
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Figure A.2: Power-voltage characteristics curve of the PV generator.
β(T ) =
q
MskT
(A.4)
where q is the electron charge (1.60217646 × 10−19C), k is Boltzmann’s constant
(1.3806503× 10−23J/K), and Ms is the number of series-connected PV cells per module.
In the short-circuit condition, Ig can be formulated as
Ig '
[
I˜sc,r + K˜I(T − Tr)
]( G
Gr
)
(A.5)
where I˜sc,r is the PV module short-circuit current at STC, K˜I is the current temperature
coefficient, and Tr and Gr are the reference p-n junction temperature and reference solar
irradiation of the PV module, respectively.
In the open-circuit condition, Io can be formulated as
Io =
I˜sc,r + K˜I(T − Tr)
e
β
(
V˜oc,r + K˜V (T − Tr)
)
a − 1
(A.6)
where V˜oc,r and K˜V are the open-circuit voltage and the voltage temperature coefficient
of the PV module, respectively.
The PV generator parameters are given in Table A.1. Figure A.2 illustrates the
power-voltage characteristics curve of the PV generator, for different levels of the solar
irradiation. As can be seen from Figure A.2, the maximum output power from the PV
generator at G = 1.0 kW/m2 is about 1.0 MW .
Appendix B
Single-Stage PV System Parameters
for Chapter 2
The single-stage PV system and controller parameters are listed in Table B.1 and Table
B.2, respectively.
Table B.1: Single-Stage PV System Parameters
Parameter Value Remarks
PV generator rating 1.0 MW
dc-link capacitance 5000 µF C
maximum dc-link voltage 600 V
inverter rating 1.0 MVA
inverter switching frequency 3060 Hz 51Ö60 Hz
interface resistance 2.0 mW R
filter inductance 30 µH Lf
filter capacitance 200∆ + 750Y µF Cf
transformer nominal power 1.0 MVA Tr
transformer voltage ratio 0.208/12.47 kV ∆/Y (Figure 2.3)
transformer voltage ratio 0.208/12.47 kV Y/Y (Figure 2.15)
transformer leakage inductance 0.1 p.u.
transformer ohmic resistance 0.02 p.u.
transformer copper losses 0.005 p.u.
Ln 5 µH Figure 2.15
Rn 15 mW Figure 2.15
τi 0.5 ms Equation (2.7)
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Table B.2: Controller Parameters for Chapter 2
Controller Parameter kp and ki Saturation limits Remarks
kd 0.06, 4 –7, 7 Figure 2.4
kq 0.06, 4 –7, 7 Figure 2.4
k0 0.009, 10 –0.3, 0.3 Figure 2.16
Kv 1.667, 370 –2.36, 2.36 Figure 2.6
The transfer function of the PLL filter is as follows:
H(s) = 685.42× 102
(
s2 + 568.516× 103
s3 + 1508s2 + 568.516× 103s
)
×
(
s2 + 166s+ 6889
s2 + 964s+ 232.324× 103
)
[(rad/s)/V ].
(B.1)
The transfer function of the current-controller feed-forward filter of Figure 2.4 is as fol-
lows:
F (s) =
1
0.00005s+ 1
. (B.2)
The transfer function of the low-pass filter (LPF) of Figure 2.17(a) and Figure 2.20(a)
are as follows:
T (s) =
1
0.005s+ 1
. (B.3)
The anti-wind-up technique based PI controller [Figure 2.18] parameters are: the pro-
portional gain, kp = 5, the anti-wind-up gain, kaw is the design choice, and the integrator
time constant is equal to 0.5 ms.
Appendix C
Two-Stage PV System Parameters
for Chapter 3
The two-stage PV system parameters for Chapter 3 are listed in Table C.1. The PV
genereator parameters can be found in Appendix A.
Table C.1: Two-Stage PV System Parameters
Parameter Value Remarks
rated power of PV generator 1.0 MW
Cpv 1000 µF
Rb 2 mW
Lb 100 µH
boost converter switching
frequency 3420 Hz 57Ö60 Hz
dc-link capacitance 8000 µF C
maximum dc-link voltage 600 V
inverter switching frequency 3060 Hz 51Ö60 Hz
inverter rating 1.0 MVA
R 2 mW
Lf 30 µH
Cf 200 µF ∆ connection
transformer nominal power 1.0 MVA Tr
transformer voltage ratio 0.208/12.47 kV ∆/YG (Figure 3.1)
Kpv 1.67 + 909.09/s Figure 3.3
KiL 0.51 + 14.993/s Figure 3.3
Kb 6.82 + 7043.742/s Figure 3.5
τi 0.5 ms Equation (3.5)
Kv 5.2 + 333.333/s Figure 3.6
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Appendix D
PV System Relay Parameters
The PV system uses a voltage and a frequency relay. The function of the voltage relay is
to detect the PCC voltage excursions, whereas the frequency relay detects the frequency
excursions. Both relays isolate the PV system from the grid if the voltage and frequency
exceed the normal operation limits. IEEE standards [36] define the minimum require-
ments of the voltage and frequency relays. The relay settings are adopted from [71] and
given in Table D.1. The voltage and frequency relays are applied at the primary side of
the isolation transformer, Tr.
Table D.1: Voltage and Frequency Relay Parameters
Voltage Relay Parameter Value
first lower threshold 0.181 p.u.
under threshold first time delay 1.0 s
second lowest threshold 0.104 p.u.
under threshold second time delay 0.1 s
first higher threshold 0.229 p.u.
over threshold first time delay 1.0 s
second highest threshold 0.283 p.u.
over threshold second time delay 0.1 s
Frequency Relay Parameter Value
lower threshold 59.3 Hz
under threshold time delay 0.1 s
upper threshold 60.5 Hz
over threshold time delay 0.1 s
minimum voltage to enable frequency relay 0.12 p.u.
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